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Liquid Silicon

ITT

Call us for your nearest
dealer for the POSum point of
sale systems and the EBMS

business management
solutions.

Second hand Rise PCs

from only £90.00 inc.
VAT & delivery!

Please check our web

site or phone for
details.

Microdigital Computers
Mico £715.50

Omega £1179.00
Case and PSU upgrades/Expansion cards £Call

RiscStatlon Computers
R7500 Lite £598.00

R7500 Lite* £656.75

R7500 NetWorx £480.50

R7500 NetWorx HD £539.30

R7500 Scorcher £797.50

R7500 Scorcher Twindeck £833.00

Osaris £180.00

Osaris Plus pack £210.00

Osaris Classroom pack £857.50

Portable £1173.00

Portable with docking station £1465.00

Games pack (with a system) £47.00

Rise PC Kinetic 300 series
Kinetic Ek (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) £1105.00
Kinetic DVD (64+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, DVD) £1179.00
Kinetic (128+4+2Mb, 30Gb HD, CD R/W) £1299.00
Kinetic Internet (128+8+2Mb, 30Gb, 48x, 56K) £1409.00
Kinetic CD Writer (70Mb, 30Gb, CD R/W, 17") £1505.00

Rise PC StrongARM series
Rise PC 8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00
Rise PC 16+OMb, 4Gb HD £948.00
Rise PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 48x CD £1039.00
Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00
Web Wizard - 32+2Mb, 8Gb HD, CD, so- ikers,

Internet pack with Oregano & 561' n £1179.00

Monitors

iiyama 1352(15" FST) A^,£125.00

iiyama Vision Master 1403 (17" FST) JM f £152.80
iiyama Vision Master Pro 1413 (17" NF)^^ £188.15
Iiyama Vision Master Pro 413 (17" HBNF) £199.00

iiyama Vision Master 1451 (19" FST) £210.30
iiyama Vision Master Pro 452 (19" NF) £275.20
iiyama Vision Master Pro 454 (19" HBNF) £335.00

ama Vision Master 505 (21" FST) £566.25
iiyama Vision Master Pro 511 (22" NF) £574.40
iiyama Vision Master Pro 512 (22" NF) £675.00

iiyama Pro-Lite 3817 (15" LCD) £389.00
iiyama Pro-Lite3819(15" LCD) wife, £438.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 3835 (15" LCD) V £506.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 4314 (17" LCD) ljgL.. - £553.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4315 (17" LCD) ^^ £621.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4332 (17" LCD) £710.00
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4611 (18" LCD) £710.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 4636 (18.1" LCD) £904.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 4637 (18.1" LCD) £933.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 4831 (19" LCD) £1369.00

ViewFlnder card (32Mb) £240.00

Touchscreens now available - please ask for details.

Authorised Registered
[nstaller Developer

¥ &. ¥ K
OTDK

Discs (e.g.20x black discs - £6.28)
Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline - £2.14)

Also Audio & Video Tapes, Mini Discs,
CDRs, DAT tapes etc.

, FREEPOST EH2725
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

* United Kingdom
Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102 I

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com All prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage
http://WWW.liquid-SiliCOn.COm Official orders, foreign orders andcallers welcome. „„

32-bit MIDI Sequencer -<W;

fe3l§§i
rellect changes made to

f^/:

Freedemo dl9c available

Now available - £129.00

MelIDI
Hf JHP v 1 i.

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Rise PC A7000.RiscStation'Mico SIMMs:

16Mb FPM £28.20

32Mb EDO (HC, works in Rise PCs) £26.75
64Mb EDO (works in Rise PCs) £39.00
128Mb EDO £77.55

2Mb VRAM £89.95

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical Items

MIDI interfaces:

MIDI Max II Internal 1 xlxl £93.95

Parallel Port 1x1x1 (back In stock) £92.95
RiscStation MIDI drivers & cable £17.95

RlscStation XG card & cable £116.95

RiscStatlon XG card, cable & keyboard £245.95
Sibelius 6 £99.95

Sibelius 7 Student £319.95

Sibelius 7 £520.95

Sibelius 2 for PC/Mac £535.50

Sound module serial driver £37.95

Other Hardware
10'1 OOBaseT ethernet card (RCI/Slmtec) £89.00
Mouse (Genius/STD Acorn-compatible) £19.95
Mouse (PS/2 Logitech) £14.99
PS2MouseMini adaptor for older machines £18.95
Printers ECall

Rise PC second slice (no PSU) £95.00
RISC OS 4 (fitting &Select available) £109.95
RlscStation second serial port £10.95
Scanners ECall
StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7 £269.00
StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £299.00

Other Software
Abuse £20.00

CD Bum £55.95

Chaos Engine £19.50
DataPower 2 £165.00

Doom* CDs £30.00

Descent CDs I

Desktop Repton 3 CD £15.95
DialUp & Messenger Pro £54.95
EasiWriter Pro+ £139.95

FastSpool* £17.50
Grapevine £25.00
Heroes of Might & Magic 2 £32.00
Krisalls Collection Gold CD £25.95

LanMan98 £39.25

OHP 2 £37.95
Oregano CD £57.50
Other Worlds CD £17.95

Ovation Pro £138.95
Personal Accounts £44.00

Photodesk Olympic £127.95
Prophet 3+ Pro £179.00
Quake £22.00
R-Comp Internet Suite £68.95
Schema 2 £121.50

SlteWrlter £58.95

Sleuth 3 £65.95

Sound Plugln £11.50
SVG Plug in £11.50
Syndicate. £26.50
TBA Games CD £20.00

TechWriter Pro* £209.95
TEK £29.95

WebFX3D £24.50

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD £29.95

*.
We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.

Ourfree catalogue contains over 2000 items.
Please ask for a copy or visit our web site.
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Ifyou know someone who Is Blind or
partially sighted Acorn User is available on
Audio format. Full information is available

fromTheTalkingNewspaper Association,
National Recording Centre. Heathlield,
East Sussex TN21 8DB.Tel 01435 866102

Internet services provided by Surftec
www.surftec.com

How much do you value the hard work of the RISC OS dealers? A lot? A
little? Not at all? I suspect the latter attitude is the one that infests the mind
of some people in this market, because they treat the dealers with contempt.

Let me tell you a story: A man spent twenty five years as an engineer in a
power plant, he knew everything about it and it always ran smoothly. Then
one day he was made redundant. Only a few months later his old employer
came to him because things were going wrong at the old plant. He came in,
listened to the machinery for a moment and within half an hour fixed it.Then
he presented his invoice for £25,050. There was outrage at the cost and they
demanded he explain. "That's easy," he said. "£50 for the time and £1,000 for
each year of experience you're using."

The RISC OS dealers are very experienced and they know what they're
talking about. Plus they tend to be very helpful, willing to give their advice in
tricky situations and not charge for it. But some people take advantage, they
pick the brains of the dealers then, once they have the information, go off
and buy from somewhere else where they think it's cheaper. Then when they
get a problem they call the RISC OS dealer again for help.

It is contempt and it is self-defeating. How long would you stick at a job if
you were taken for granted? If instead of abusing their willingness people
provided good and fair exchange by buying from them: they will stay around
and will be there the next time you need help.

That which you abuse, you lose.
Rob Donaldson

Editor
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It's time to upgrade to a
modern computer Ji RiscStation

RISC Based Technologies

RiscStation Special Deal

1

HiscVtatmn

I can't upgrade to RISCOS 4
because my Acorn is too old!

SOLUTION

A Modern R7500 + Computer
System from only £21.72* per
month and your old Acorn#

taken as full deposit.
* APR 19.9 % #Any working RISCOS m/c.

'The R7500 series are currently the most highly featured machines
available in the RISCOS world."

50 mip ARM7500FE system with 64Mb of fast 50ns Ram Memory,
The only machine with BUILT IN ZIP drive support, Midi support, 3D sound, & sampler,
(including FREE Audio Sampling and mixing software), lObaseT port as standard,
RISC OS 4 as standard, High speed serial, High speed parallel, expandable to 256Mb.

Systems include Over £500 worth of FREE SOFTWARE

The enhanced R7500 Plus with 50ns 64MB/ 20G hard Drive

Plus base only £549 +VAT £645.08 only £23.89 / month

Plus 15' System £639 +VAT £750.83 only £27.81 / month

Plus 17" System £659 +VAT £774.33 only £28.68 / month

Plus 19' System £724 +VAT £850.70 only £31.51 / month

Claim your
FREE Midi

cable with

this Advert

The R7500 + Scorcher from RiscStation

arrives with a quality CD ROM Reader/
ReWriter and media, providing a brilliant

CD mastering platform for home & business.

from£669 + Vat(£786.08)
only £29.11/month
Twindeck base

from £699 +Vat (£821.33)
only £30.43/month

Claim your FREE 14" monitor with any Base Unit

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/week)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 yr optional warranties (min. deposit 10%)

RiscStation Portable
Specification

Magnesium Alloy Casing, Weighs Only
1.3Kg !, As small as 242 x 190 x 30mm!,
8.4" TFT 800x600 Colour Screen, 64Mb

RAM Onboard.,10Gb IDE HD (min),

Touchscreen, GlidePoint Touchpad,
PCMCIA Onboard, USB Onboard,
lOObaseT Ethernet Onboard/TV out

VGA Output with DDC support, Audio
Input, Audio Output, Onboard Stereo
Speakers, 20W 3 cell LiFe battery,
RISCOS4 and Utilities.

Optional Extras Include:
Docking Station with CD, Floppy, Serial,
Parallel, VGA and PS2 Ports, Car Power
Adapter, High Capacity 40W Battery
Specifications maybe subject to change.

CD-ROM REWR1TERS

**» ScorchlT

Taking Orders NOW

Place your £100 deposit
ASAP to ensure you will
receive a portable when

manufactured

**NEW PRODUCT**

RISCSTATION

EXPANSION ROM

**WITH BootP**

Add 2Mb of user

programable ROM to
your System only

£19.95 i„c VAT

o CD Writer

Pack

hd RiscStation Palmtop MicroDigital OmegaQQJW0RX ijfTw©5m

Upgrade your Acorn or RlscStation 7500 Kith a
home CD authoring package as found in the
RlscStation SCORCHER machine. This package
contains the latest version of CD Burn, Writable

and Rewritable media to get you started and one
powerfull24xl0x 40.\ CD ROM Rewriter.

Ollly £127 +Vat (£149.23)
SCSI 12xl0x32x Re-Writer

only £189 +vat (£222)
with CDburn only £210 + vat

Removable Media

from £399 +Vat (£468.83) £15.32/month

HD fr'm£449 +Vat (£527.57) £17.24/mth
50 mip Arm7500 system with 16Mb memory,
(HD version & Hard Drive), built in ZIP
drive support, Midi support, 3D sound, &
sampler, lObaseT port as standard, RISCOS
4 as standard, High speed serial, High speed
parallel, expandable to 256Mb memory &
hard drive / CD-ROM etc.

Kodak LCD Camera

Only
£99.00

inc Vat

(£84.26)

Resolution 1152x864

Built in Rash c-flash exp.
LCD monitor X2 Zoom

From only £143.83 + VAT

(£169.00 inc.VAT)
Basic Model £143.83 £169.00

With Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £720.00 £846.00

8 MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS, Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellcheck and Internet WWW and E-
mail s/w. Psion © Compatable.

Lowest cost Camera

Only
£59.00

inc Vat

(£50.21)

Resolution 640x480

Takes Smartmedia to

64Mb , 8Mb inc. (USB)

Place a £50 deposit and
get an extra 256Mb free

From£999.00 +VAT (£1173.83 inc.)
287Mhz StrongARM, ATX Tower case

Full spec, on release
Free software pack

Aboveprices do not include monitorsplease see
separateprice list

Camera Accessories
Media

Compact Rash Smart Media

32MB £16.00 £18.80 £13.00 £15.27

64MBJ £23.00 £27.03 £20.00 £23.50

128MB £37.00 £43.48 £38.00 £44.65

256MB £71.00 £83.42

512MB £162.00 £190.35 1

Readers for Smart media or

Compact Flash inc RISCOS S/W

£79 + Vat

ex VAT inc VAT

CDR 80 min Branded

CDR80min10pkUB

CDR BOmin 50 pk B'd

CDR80min100pkUB

CDR/W CD-ROM

CDR/W10pack

5.2Gb DVD RAM

LS120 Media

Zip 100 Media

Zip 100 Media 5 pk

Zip 250 Media

Zip 250 Media 5 pk

650MB PD Media

750Mb Noma!

2 GB Jaz Media

2.2 GB ORB Media

£0.68

£3.83

£17.01

£21.28

£0.85

£7.65

£25.00

£4.00

£7.23

£34.03

£8.08

£38.00

£19.00

£38.00

£68.00

£32.00

CD-ROMS

£0.80

£4.50

£19.99

£25.00

£1.00

£8.99

£29.37

£4.70

£8.50

£39.99

£9.49

£44.65

£22.32

£44.65

£79.90

£37.60

SCSI 8x

4way Autochanger

£75.00 + vat
(£88.13)

last few remaining

52xlDE £25.00 £29.37

56xlDE £30.00 £3525

External CD ROMs

52x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT

40x SCSI I(with cable) £115 + VAT
40x SCSI Il(with cable) £120 + VAT
6x 40x CD Tower <,m> *») £449 + VAT

40XSCSI £65.00 £76.37

32xSCSI £59.00 £69.33

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88) available for all machines include Internet software, ISP setup and 56K modem



HOW To SAVE Money (& support RISC OS)
Buying your consumables from CTA Direct

can save you £££££'s.
TONER cartridges from CTA DIRECT

Original and Re-manufactured.

INKJET cartridges from CTA DIRECT
Original and high quality Branded clone.

INKJET REFILLS from CTA DIRECT
Standard packs available in C,M,Y,K

from 22ml to 1 litre (5 litres special order)

PC Computers from CTA DIRECT
Yes even buying PCs from CTA Direct saves

£££££'s and helps us support RISC OS.
We can supply new and Re-furbished machines.

No Hidden costs ofOwnership,
No £1.00 per minute support costs,

Free advice on suitability ofmachines.

Simply quote your existing suppliers price
on any and all items and CTA will match

or beat that price whenever possible.

Schools and commercial buyers simply FAX or

MONITORS

17" LCD

only £435 +vat
(£511.12)

(3 yr warranty)

Ex VAT Inc VAT

AKF52 Multisync 14-1yrRTB £100.00 £117.50

15" LCD (3yr on-site) £288.51 £339.00

17" LCD (3yr on-site) £435.00 £511.12

18- LCD (3yr on-site) £POA £0.00

15- SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site) £84.25 £98.99

15" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media £119.00 £139.83

17-SVGA0 28(3yron-srte) £107.00 £125.73

19" SVGA 0.26 (3yr on-site) £161.00 £189.18

81" SVGA0.25 (3yron-site) £479.00 £562.83
iriiy.m. Vliion Master (702) £120.00 £141.00

1r Iiyama Pro (703UT) £185.00 £217.37

19" Iiyama (902UT £170.00 £199.75

19" Iiyama Pro (901U) £243.00 £285.53

22" Iiyama 2010 £467.00 £548.73

Multisync A300/A3000 cable £8.50 £9.99

All monitors inc 3 yrs wty unless specified

Refurb MONITORS

21" Taxan Ergo only
£175.00 inc

Ex VAT Inc VAT

AKFI2PAL M'(ipMktr) £39.00 £45.83

AKFS2S3 Wayne Svo*Pal £65.00 £76.37

AKFSOUMkU 14-SVGA £35.00 £41.12

AKF65KIU»Om 14-SVGA £42.00 £49.35

15" SVGA 0.28 £55.00 £64.62

17" SVGA 0.28 £75.00 £88.12

17- SVGA 0.28 M-M (wsl) £75.00 £88.12

81" SVGA (llyama.Taxan etc.) £149.00 £175.08

MultisyncA300/A3000 cable £8.50 £9.99

All refurb. monitors 90 days wty unless specified

\

PRINTERS

,* Mega-Deal
i HP Laserjet 4L

only

£75.00

inc. VAT
units arc refurbished

HP luser differs from with 90days wty
one shown

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Postscript colour Inkjetfrom AJ £199.00 £233.83

Postscript colour Laser Irom A4 £1025.00 £1204.37

Postscript B/W Laser A4 £245.00 £287.87

Canon BJC 2100 colour (e) A4 £50.21 £59.00

Canon ajC S750 Prioto • A4 £170.00 £199.75

# Photo Drives tor £58.72 £69.00

C NMdt Enntnod Otmra £29.79 £35.00

Rofurbiihed HP lasofJat 4 M £63 83 £75.00

Rofurbishod HP LasorJot 5 A4 £75.00 £88.12

Retuibshed HP LaoorJot 6 A4 £65.00 £99 87

Ro!urt*shed HP ColorJot 5 A4 £340.00 £399.50

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

Ex VAT Inc VAT

2,0fVto<""«"» £10.00 £11.75

500MB/1GB £35.00 £41.12

10.2GB* £49.36 £58.00

20.1GB ' £51.06 £60.00

40.0GB * £55.32 £65.00

60.0GB * £72.34 £85.00

80.0GB ' £84.25 £98.99

100 GB* £110.00 £129.25

120 GB' £123.40 £144.99

SCSI HARD DRIVES

1.0 Gb limitedsupply £35.00 £41.12

2.0 Gb limitedsupply £50.00 £58.75

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200) £60.00 £70.50

9.1Gb (7200 rpm) £75.00 £88.12

18.6Gb (7200 rpm) £115.00 £135.12

Autumn Specials
AGFA SCSI Scanners

From only £49.00

Snapscan 310 600dpi £49.00 £57.58

Snapscan 310 1200dpi £75.00 £88.12

Imagemaster / Twain £29.79 £35.00

Twain only £17.02 £20.00

10Mbit "Combo"

Network cards

only £30.00 + VAT
(refurbished stock, 1 year wty)
(latest drivers add £10.00 +)

Refurbished PCs
e.g. C333 inc. 15" monitor and
Win95 only £249.00 inc VAT

ring for other prices.

Bare cases
(no electronics sorry)

Only £25.00
(£29.38 inc)

(PC to fit yourself,
only £200.00)

SEE March Issue for ;
CD MP3 player for only £79.00 inc

In car adapter £20.00 inc.

SEE June Issue for ;
Classic Acorn machine upgrades
fromA305toA5000/A4

Software Bargains Galore from
under £5.00

Please ring for Prices or lists

No More Balls !
Optical Wheel Mouse RSM330

RS7500/A7000 etc.

only £19.95 inc
(£16.98 +VAT)

RPC Version

£38.50 inc.

Optical / Radio Mouse RSM400

RS7500/A7000etc.

only £39.95 inc
(£34 + VAT)

RPC Version

£58.95 inc.

X
Radio keyboard & mouse

J J4XH.UUUUJJJJ

%
£34.00 + VAT (£39.95)

SAVE £50 vs High St.

528 model

Multi-region DVD
only £99 inc VAT!!

DVD, CD, MP3, CD-R/RW, VCD

AC3/DTS DIGITAL 5.1 OUTPUT,

PAL /NTSC DUAL TV SYSTEM,

SCART CONNECTOR, YCC /
CONNECCTOR, CD-SOUND

EFFECT-BASS /TREBLE, /3D, 2-8X

QUICK BACK FORWARD, 1/2-1/4-
1/8 SLOW MOTION, MP3

PLAYLIST, MULTI LANGUAGE

ON SCREEN DISPLAY (OSD)
Available BLACK or SILVER

As above with; 2X Earphone output,
2X Volume control, & phono 5.1.

Only £109 inc VAT (528)

5.1 Home Cinema speakers
from £55 inc.

(£79.00 set recomended)

NETWORKING Saver Deals
You liked the SHOW deals, So we've made

them permanent.
NET100 RPC/A7000 Net Card £69+ £81.08
lOObascTnetwork card (nic) with 16K buffering
and additionaluser programmable512K EEprom.

NET100 Network Starter Kit£99+ £116.33

Inc. NET100 card, a 5 port switching hub and 2
cables up to 3 metres. Ask for larger sizes.

NET100 RPC & PC Starter Kit£108+ £126.90

Inc. NET100. PCI 10/100 card. 5 port switch
and 2 cables up to 3 metres. Ask for larger sizes.

NET100 RPC & 1 PC from only £79+ £92.83
Inc. NET100 card PCI 10/100 card, and x-over

cable up to 3M. Ask for larger sizes.

ADSL / Router Pack from £99+ £116.33
IP sharer inc. Firewall £99+ £116.33

5 Port 10/100Switching Hub£35+ £41.13
8 Port 10/100 Switching IInn £40+ £47.00
8 Port lObT + Ixl0b2 Hub £35+ £41.13

1 port printer server * £149+£175.08
3 port printer server * £75+ £88.13
Lanman98 (Pc connect s/w) £35+ £41.13
RISCOS Printer server s/w£TBA+

MEMORY

8Mb SIMM EOO/FPM

16MbSIMMEDCVFPM

32Mb SIMMEDO/FPM

64Mb SIMMEDO/FPM

64Mb 5IMM RS 50ns

128Mb SIMM from

1Mb VRAM

2Mb VRAM

64MB 13:)!,! SDRam

128MB 133MSDRam

256MB 133MSDRam

512MB 133MSORam

Ex VAT

£6.49

£12.00

£17.00

£35.00

£45.00

£85.00

£20.00

£69.00

£12.77

£16.59

£33.19

£63.83

Inc VAT

£7.63

£14.10

£19.98

£41.12

£52.87

£99.87

£23.50

£81.08

£15.00

£19.49

£39.00

£75.00

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAIL or PHONE Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT.
CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name,
address, tcl. no, card no, expiry date, issue no.
BY EMAIL: sales@ctadirecUxuik
OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or FAX please
Carriage charges inc. ins. & packaging chanted al cost

Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
One box of items totalling upto 25kg...£7.00 + vat
Computer systems .£14 + vat
All prices arc correct going to press. E&OE
All goods nre fully guaranteed but not supplied on
approval.
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South East Show Latest
The organisers are making final
arrangements for the RISC OS South-
East show to be held on 2nd November

at Guilford College. The show is being
organised by the Surrey and Sussex
Acorn User Group in conjunction with
Fillin Ltd.

The show promises to be an
outstanding success and is exceeding
the organisers most optimistic
expectations. From late August all stands
have been booked and the organisers
are trying to squeeze in one or two more,
since there is now a waiting list!

Current exhibitors are:

Acorn Publisher

Acorn User

APDL

Archive

ARM Club

More software development
R-Comp release more updates to their
software portfolio this month. Several of
their packages see newer versions being
sent out to registered customers meaning
R-Comp continue to be one of the most
active software houses in the marketplace.

Messenger Pro 2.60a is the result of
many smaller updates that have taken
place during the development of
Messenger Pro Server Edition (released
earlier this year). The changes made
during this time have resulted in a number
of improvements for existing users of the
standard Messenger Pro 2 product.

Of particular note, is much enhanced
PGP support, especially for the new Gnu
PGP software, which will be of significant
interest to those using PGP security on
their e-mails.

There have also been improvements to
facilities such as distribution lists, which will

Riscstation laptop cancelled?
Fear not, the rumour that the
Riscstation laptop project has been
cancelled because of the death of Roy
Heslop is, as most rumours, a
somewhat distorted version of the truth.

But perhaps the truth is even stranger
than fiction:

Quite unknown to most people CTA
Direct have been quietly supporting
Astley &Tyldesley's Cycle Speedway
team for the last two years.

As is the way of these things first of
all Roy's children were brought into the
team, and more recently Roy himself as
a senior has appeared in the second
Team.

In supporting his daughter (who is
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Association of Acorn User Groups
Castle

Cerilica

CJE Micros

Electronic Font Foundry
Fortran Friends

Icon Technology
ITC

Martin Wuerthner

Net BSD

Peter Naulls (Unix porting project
- see separate new item)
Paul Vigay
Photodesk

RComp
RiscStation

Serious Statistical Software

Surftec

Virtual Acorn

A theatre will be available for presen

now automatically split lists to avoid
problems that many ISPs have with long
lists.

The server version of Messenger Pro,
announced last month, introduced a new
database format which has allowed a

number of other facilities to be included.

Chief among these are message locking
and the ability to share a folder's
read/unread flags between different
Messenger users, rather than each user
seeing different unread/read. This is
optional, of course, but can be very handy
fora single person runningseveral different
user "identities".

Another package to see an upgrade is
Grapevine, the RISC OS instant
messaging client.Version 1.00 has many
new features including:
• Support for MSNfile transfer, so you can

send and receive files - ideal for sending
photos or sound clips etc

currently leading the Nothern League
under 13's) Roy was actually testing his
daughter's bike in front of his house (no
protection, helmet or whatever) when a
foreign object jammed in the front
wheel. The bike stopped suddenly, Roy
stopped too but a few yards further up
the road, less one intact collar bone.
Other injuries including abrasion and
possible head trauma proved to be
minor.

Roy wishes to thank the ambulance
service and staff at Hope Hospital.

Some of the members of the team

including from the middle right, Tomasz
Wlodarczyk and Przemek Binkowski,
both Polish national team members

riding for the club for the summer. Both

tations from various companies including
R-Comp who have an important
announcement for us, John Cartmell will
be telling of his plans for Acorn Publisher
and the organisers are hoping Roy
Heslop will presenting the portable which
should be available at the show.

It is also hoped to have a
demonstration of the Microdigitals'
Omega somewhere at the show.

The show will be open from 10am until
4pm. Entry is £5 payable on the door.

The show Web site contains road

maps, train timetables and everything
else you need to know on finding the
venue, or see the separate advert in this
issue: www.fillin.co.uk/seshow/

For information about Guildford College
and more maps, visit their site at
www.guildford.ac.uk

• Global clipboard support
• The abilityto drop bits of text into the

program to send it
• "joe bloggs is typing a message" and

other status information

• improved top-bit-set character handling
• improvements to contacts system
• notification windows when friends log on
• support for systems running behind NAT

firewalls and so on.

R-Comp have also updated the firmware
on the RISC OS 10/100 Network cards.

The new software resolves some minor

performance issues when communicating
with non-RISC OS machines, and also
adds a number of new 'Configure
commands.

More details on all products can be
found on the R-Comp Web site at
www.rcomp.co.uk

Omega on tour

Tomasz & Przemek are looking to join
the team again next year. Middle left
Mike Hack, former England rider,
Damien Hack former UK 13's

champion. Bottom right Chris Heslop
currently 4th Northern League U13's,
Becky Heslop currently 1st Northern
League U13's Our very own Roy can
be found lurking in the background.

More info on A&T speedway team
can be found at:

www.astleycyclespeedway.org.uk
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The Microdigital Omega is on tour round
the UK user groups. Bythe time you read
this, Microdigital will have demonstrated
their flagship new computer in London,
Wakefield and Scotland. According to their
Web site, all customers who have placed
advance orders and deposits should have
now been contacted to confirm the detailed

specifications of their required Omega.

RISC OS Promotional

Brochure

RISC OS Ltd have produced a new
promotional brochure for RISC OS which is
aimed at potential licencees. It is available
for download in a number of formats from

the main RISCOS Ltd Web site.

www.riscos.com/brochure/index.htm

RISC OS Ltd points out that it is a
generic brochure showing features that are
available in different versions of RISC OS,
not specificallythose that are featured in
RISC OS 4 or RISC OS Select.

RISCOS Ltd 3rd Annual

Report
The RISCOS Ltd3rd Annual Report
covering the period 1st February 2001 to
31st January 2002 has now been released.

www.riscos.com/news/news items/PR280802.htm

Unix porting project
Peter Naulls has announced a new initiative

forwidening the scope of development
software and other utilities available under

RISCOS.

The Unix porting project is subscription-
based service offering a way to actively
contribute to RISCEOS by havinga say in
what programsyou want to see ported to the
platform, and gettingsupport, development
and automated upgrades of the programs
that are ported under the scheme.

Members pay an all-inclusive subscription
fee, and with that you get e-mail support for
all the programs availablefromthe project.
You also get to make suggestions and
comments on what programs you'd like to
see converted (or"ported") to RISC OS.

This scheme is not specifically aimed at
programmers, nor advanced RISC OS users,
but rather everyone who would liketo see
new software.

The cost is £25 per person for six months.
This gets you e-mail-based support for one
person forall the programs on their Web site
on as many computers as you like.

Peter pointsout that this is not a
shareware scheme, all programs have full
functionality, and no charge is made for
using them.The programs themselves are

® ® •c News >
User group updates
The RISC OS User Group of London
(ROUGOL) meets on Monday 21st
October and Monday 18th November,
from 7pm onwards, in the upstairs room
of the Blue-Eyed Maid, 173 Borough High
Street, London SE1 1HR (between
London Bridge and Borough stations).

Admission is free and a wide range of
snacks, meals and drinks will be on sale.
For more information call 07876 035 495,
Visit http://rougol.jellybaby.net/ Ore-mail
info@rougol.jetlybaby.net

The RISC OS North West User Group
(RONWUG) meets on Wednesday 16th
October and Wednesday 20th November,
from 7pm onwards, at Trafford Metrovick
Rugby & Cricket Club, Finnybank Road,
Sale, M33 6LR.E Admission is free and
light refreshments will be available.E For
more information call 0161 9699820, visit
www.ronwug.org or e-mail info@ronwug.org

The ICENI Computer Club meets on
Wednesday 2nd October and Wednesday
6th November, from 7pm onwards, at
Bourne Vale Social Club, Halifax Road,
Ipswich IP2 8RE.EThe October meeting
will feature a talk by Paul Middleton of
RISCOS Ltd (N.B. different date from that
in the Foundation newsletter), and the
November meeting is a presentation on
Ovation Pro.

Admission is free for your first visit.E
For more information call 01483 728 881,

not forsale (theyare free) it is the support
and development you are payingfor.

The following software is either
immediately ready or very nearly so. Most, if
not all, of these programs will be availablefor
download when the project starts.

ssh (OpenSSH and SSH2 versions),
BitchX, Links, Lynx, W3M, nano, less, file,
wget, Tetrinet, ncftp,whois Rexx, m4

The following software requires more
development. Insome cases, they are
speculative ports, in other cases they simply
require work. No promises are made that
they will appear, onlythey are being strongly
considered.

sftp, scp, sshd, other ssh tools, Mutt,
Emacs, bash, tads, nethack, Iftp

Additions to these lists will either come

from suggestions from subscribers, or
programs that Peter chooses himself.

The project supports operation of the
programs on all released versions of RISC
OS from3.5 to Select, although it is
generally recommended you have at least
RISC OS 4. Programs may workon RISC
OS 3.1, but this is entirely at yourown risk
and no support is offeredregarding
operation of programs under it. You will also
require an up-to-date boot sequence. It is
also plausible infuture that some programs

visit www.archipel.demon.co.uk/ICENI/ or e-
mail peter.l.dunn@btinternetcom

The Essex group next meets at 7:45pm
on Tuesday 8th October 2002. This
meeting will be a special one, to
celebrate the group's 20th Anniversary.

Thanks to some other groups rightly or
wrongly claiming to be "the oldest Acorn
club", EAUG have delved into the
personal diary of their first Chairman
when the club was called NAMEBUG.

Fortunately, he was still accessible and
was able to confirm some relevant dates.

In 1982, their first committee meeting was
on the 4th October and the first full

meeting on the 3rd November.
Formation of the group was early in

September, just before the end of the
school holidays (for Essex). If it had not
been for those other groups forcing them
to do a little research, they might just
have missed their own anniversary.

The programme for their anniversary
celebratory meeting will be different and
will be held in the spacious, if rural,
setting of the Woodham Walter Village
Hall, where they held their July meeting
with Paul Middleton.

Their meetings are now normally
7:30pm for 7:45pm, but please watch
c.s.a.announce or their Web site for

further details www.wattys.fsnet.co.uk/eaug/
or e-mail Frank Watkinson eaug@aaug.net
for more details.

will onlyworkon RISC OS Select.
The software is available for download,

and on CD.Because the subscription
payment is for support and development
participation, downloads are availableto non-
subscribers also but don't expect any
support.

CDs are also available to both subscribers

and non-subscribers. CDs cost £10 for the

first CD, and £5 for any CD you order at a
later date.

Subscription payment is either by wayof
cheque (UKonly)or Paypal.

Cheques should be send to: Unix Ports,
45 Water Street, Cambridge, CB41NZ. And
made payable to "Peter Naulls". Please write
your name and e-mail address on the
reverse side. For CD orders, please ensure
you include a mailing address.

For overseas subscribers, or ifyou find it
easier, you may use PayPal. E-mail Peter at
the address belowwho will arrange payment
in the correct currency.

Once payment is received, you will be sent
a subscriber number via e-mail. This number

is to keep track of subscription details, and
does not normally need to be quoted. All
queries about all aspects of this project
should be sent to unix@chocky.org
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Need access to a PC but don't

have space for a new moQjtg^
keyboard and mouse? -
STEP 1 - Specify a PC base unit if you don't have one o.
We can supply oft the shelf or custom PC base units to your requirements.

eg:

• Duron 1.1GHZ CPU. 128MB memory. 40GB hard drive. CD drive. 8-64MB graphics £499inc VAT and Delivery

• Athlon XP 1800. CPU. 256MB DDR . 60GB ATA133 hard drive. DVD. CD rewriter. Geforce 2MX400 graphics £799inc VAT & Delivery

All machines come with internal modem, our Multimedia Keyboard. Wheel mouse and Loudspeakers.

• Windows ME or XP. add £80inc VAT. MS Works, add £20inc VAT.

STEP 2 - Add our Keyboard Co
This miniature switch allows keyboard, monitor and mouse to be shared between two machines.
Modified for RISC OS macines. rated to 1920x1440 display, complete with all cables.

• Supplied as a pack including our PS2MouseMini interlace : £99.95inc VAT (Was £113.90)

• Above pack when purchased with PC base unit: £90inc VAT (was £100)

Keyboard Controlled switch alone: £89.95inc VAT (was £99.95)
PS2MouseMini Interface (allows PC mice to be used on RISC OS machines): £18.95

(not to scale - it's about tho sizo ol two kilchon machboxosl)

STEP 3 - Attach to your existing RISCPC/A7000 and monitor
Add a networking pack if required
... and switch between the two with a couple of keypresses

Mices! MMK! USB!

- STD Standard Mouse £19.95inc

(Acorn mouse port. PS2Mini not req.)
• 3 button PS/2 mouse £5.95inc

' Genius Wheel mouse £12.95inc

• Genius OPTICAL mouse £17.95inc

Multimedia Keyboard
For RISC PC / A7000 etc

19 Multimedia keys
Complete with Drivers
Click/non click versions

Non-A7000 machines require our £24.95 inc VAT (was £34.95)
PS2MouseMini interface £18.95inc.

• Simtec USB Card.

• Supplied with keyboard
mouse and joystick drivers.

• Drivers for other devices

Available.

£79+del+VAT = £99inc
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Long Long ago, in a place noX
far from here, there was a

dream of a new standard. TVxe

new standard would allow RISC

OS machines to be integrated

into fast networks. It would

enable fast file transfers. \\

would reduce latency and
congestion on busy networks.
Now that dream is reattty.

That reality is
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10/100BaseT Network Interface Card for RiscPC/A7000

Provision for access to 10 or 100 Megabit networks
Several hundred Kilobytes of FLASH memory for drivers
Provision to allow users to change flash contents
Lower latency than conventional 10megabit cards
Includes BOOTP client software

High integration brings affordable networking
Only C69+delivery+VAT = £89inc

Pack to link RISC OS to PC (NET100, PC Net card. Crossover cable) = C110inc
Pack to link 2x RISCPC or A7000 (NET100x2, Crossover cable) = C185inc

High performance network switches: 5 port = C45inc; 8 port = £75inc
LanMan98 C35. Cables and other networking devices available.

^ • r

Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate

i irT.iff.Tyi-..1. ..;•••••.

Stuart Tyrrell Develo
PO Box 183, OLDHAM
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national
Email: lnfo@stdevel.co.
http://www.stdevel.co.uk

ipments £ Pno
OL2 8FB X free p
3 848 600 V
>nal rate) ^^ [i
:o.uk ^wl

Phone, Fax or email for a
product information flyer!

All prices include VAT and P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

Ail trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.
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New board for ARM

ARM Ltdhave announced that Mike Inglis,
their executivevice president, Marketing,
has been appointed to the Boardof ARM
Holdings pic,effective immediately.

"AsARM continues to invest in people
who will drivethe future growth in our
business, I am very pleased to welcome
Miketo the Board," said Warren East, CEO,
ARM. "With his knowledge and
understandingof our industry, and
experience withtwo of ARM'slong-standing
Partners, he is already making a valuable
contribution to our marketing activities."

Inglis brings more than 18 years of
semiconductor industryexperience to ARM
and most recently led the UK
Communications and High Technology
team at AT. Kearney management
consultants. Previously, he held senior
operationaland marketingposts at
Motorola including division manager of the
company's global smart card business and
European Microprocessor Business Unit
manager, with responsibility for embedded
processors.

Inglis has also worked in research,
support, sales and design at Texas
Instruments, as well as managinga merger
integration when Motorola acquired its
waferfabrication plant in Edinburgh.

Atthe same time, Pete Magowan,
executivevice president, Business
Developmentand a director of the
company, has stepped down from the
Board and plans to leave the company
shortlyto workwith technology start-up
companies. Also, Pete Magowan has been
appointed non-executivedirector of ARM
3D software Partner, Superscape with
whom ARM has worked closely over the
past 12 months in developingthe ARM"
core-based Swerve software platform.

"ARM is a great company with a world
class team, whichIfeel privileged to have
been part of," said Pete Magowan. "I've
learned a great deal from working with its
highcalibre people, world-leading products
and strong Partner relationships, and I look
forward to using this experience to help
create more companies likeARMand to
emulate the success that I am confident the

company will continue to enjoy."
"Pete Magowan has made a huge contri

bution to the development of ARMand we
lookforward to workingclosely with him in
his new role at Superscape and with his
other technology ventures in the future,"
added East.

ARM seem to be activelypursuing
interests in the 3D graphics arena, with
several alliances and partnerships recently
announced. One such announcement was

a jointventure with Imagination

Technologies for their PowerVR MBC core.
"Our objective with Imagination is to

create a standardised graphics platformfor
a number of different markets," said Noel
Hurley, manager for consumer
entertainment at ARM. The firm expects the
ARM/MBX combination to slot into 3G

mobile phones, in-car systems and even
set-top boxes.

MBX varies in size between about

300,000 and 600,000 gates, withmobile at
the lowend and set-top box at the other.
The former can render some one million

triangles per second, the latter 2.5 million.
"It'sa Sega Dreamcast type of
performance," said Hurley.

On products like 3G mobile phones the
screen will typically be 320x240 resolution.

The core supports standard graphics
APIs, including DirectX 7 and 8, along with
OpenGLThis should make it relatively
easy to port games fromconsoles to MBX
products. ARM is in the process of
producing development tools for the
combined system.

Meanwhile, ARM are fighting itout for a
place in the FTSE100 withthe software
firm Sage who are in danger of being
kicked out in next month's reshuffle. It is

currently the only blue chip tech stock left
since the burstingof the dotcom bubble.
ARM, currently in the FTSE 250 index, is
threatening to jump into its shoes after its
share price rise gave it a larger market
value of £1.88bn

ARM shares have had a recent surge
amid signs that the semiconductor sector is
pulling out of last year's record downturn,
although still remain depressed at 150p
along withthe rest of the market at press
time.

Pace Microcomputer shares were trading
at 26p, which is just above the record lowof
19p at the end of July.This is almost an
incredible 1/100th of the highest traded
price of 1245p in March 2000.

Subversion port
Alex Waugh has announced a port of the
programmers' tool, Subversion. The goal
of the Subversion project is to build a
version control system that is a
compelling replacement for CVS in the
open source community. The software is
released under an Apache/BSD-style
open source licence.

For more information about

Subversion, see http://subversion.tigris.org/
The RISC OS Subversion is currently

an Alpha release, so some features may
not be fully implemented, or may contain
bugs. This port can only access reposi
tories via http, and not (currently) local
repositories.

Bible test game
A brand new RISC OS game has just
been released: Logonosis at
www.logosword.co.uk/logonosis.shtml It is a
Bible knowledge & Bible trivia quiz for
RISC OS and available for free

download.

Logonosis is a game for one to four
players. The questions include the easy
and the challenging. The aim of the game
is for each player to attempt to reach the
centre by climbing inwards from the outer
squares to the inner squares. Once the
last five squares have been taken by any
player, this player has won.

LogosWord has also been upgraded to
version 4.4 providing additional applets,
Bible browser functions and bug fixes,
and sets the stage for some new Bible
resources which will shortly be made
available from the LogosWord Web site.

Visit www.logosword.co.uk to download
Logonosis, or any of the other programs
available on the LogosWord Web site.

Vermilion update
The Vermilion Sands Photodesk resource

site has been updated again with the
following items
• New tutorial on correcting barrel

distortion

• New tutorial on correcting camera
vignetting

• A new section intriguingly titled "LWA"
• Some new seamless tiles, including

human skin

• Update on the unsharp masking tutorial
• Some more information on nacreous

clouds

• New tutorial on basic image sharpening
• New tutorial on 'real' unsharp masking

(high-quality image enhancement)
• Graphics news of interest to Photodesk

users (and others)
The tutorials use example pictures of

the Moon taken with a digital camera,
and show how to enhance them. The

section on 'real' unsharp masking
explains how to use Photodesk's basic
image manipulation features to create
this powerful technique, which can give
much better results than the program's
built-in unsharp mask facility.

Visit the site at

www.photodesk.iconbar.com
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Spurned .ORG Bidders Slam
ICANN

Ten organisations that were overlooked in
an evaluation to decide the next manager
of the $15m-a-year .org internet domain
have criticised the selection process,
calling it inconsistent, opaque and unfair.
One bidder even hinted at a legal
challenge the process, which was
orchestrated by the Internet Corp for
Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).

The criticism follows an ICANN-

published preliminary report on the bid
evaluations, recommending an
application by the Internet Society.The
recommendation was based on separate
technical evaluations from Gartner Inc

and an informal committee of academic

ClOs, and a policy-oriented evaluation
from ICANN's non-commercial domain
name holders' constituency.

ISOC, which is backed by Ireland-
incorporated registry infrastructure
provider Afilias Ltd, was selected as
because it was the only proposal
selected as above average in all three
evaluations. Two other bids, from NeuStar
Inc and Global Name Registry Ltd, were
picked as runners-up, and both came out
strongly against the ISOC recommen
dation.

'The PreliminaryStaff Report brings
into question the transparency and
accountability of this process as
implemented," NeuStar said. "At a
minimum, it is based on flawed evaluation
reports, applies inconsistent weighting to

the evaluation reports [and] inappro
priately and prematurely selects ISOC."

"We have found issues with each of the

evaluations," GNR's Karen Elizaga said.
She said the NCDNHC report in
particular, in which ISOC but not GNR
was deemed above average, was flawed.
It contains mathematical errors, creates
criteria not in ICANN's request for
proposals, and ignores parts of some
proposal but not others, she said.

"I think it is predictable that 10 of the
11 that applied to run .org that were not
selected for the preliminary run would be
critical of the one selected," ICANN
spokesperson Mary Hewitt said. "We will
look at their comments and take them
into consideration." The final decision will

be made by the ICANN board of directors
before the end of the month, following a
second analysis document.

NeuStar's comments even go so far as
to contain what appears to be a thinly
veiled threat to ICANN, which is currently
undergoing a crucial reform that, should it
fail, would call its ongoing existence into
question. NeuStar did not return requests
for comment on the contents of its

document.

"ICANN is at a critical point in its
existence. The organization is under
attack at all levels from both national and

international sources," NeuStar said. "A
challenge of the final decision of ICANN
in the .org selection process will bring
undue scrutiny on ICANN. The
preliminary recommendations of the Staff

c News

Report will not withstand such scrutiny
and will bring into question the organi
zation's reform efforts as a whole."

Quite apart from taking swipes at ISOC
and ICANN's processes, the spurned
applicants have also started arguing
amongst themselves. GNR's Elizaga
pointed out that Gartner compiled an
analysis report on NeuStar (ranked
higher than GNR in the Gartner report)
around the same time as the evaluation
was taking place.

"I've no doubt Gartner intended to be

objective,"she told ComputerWire, "but
their extra knowledge of NeuStar's
systems could have swayed their
analysis."

Other applicants pointed out that
Register.com Inc and VeriSign Inc,
behind two other bids, also have had
business dealings with Gartner.

The financial stability of the various
bidders has also been called into

question. NeuStar and GNR both
question the wisdom of awarding .org to
ISOC, which has faced severe cash flow
problems recently. But ISOC said it
intends to create a new entity, PIR, which
will be financially independent of ISOC.

Rumours and reports also question
GNR and NeuStar's financial condition.

NeuStar has reportedly been laying off
many staff over the last year and is
making a loss, while GNR has been
rumored to be for sale itself, possibly to
VeriSign, for some time.

Other industry news
Solar surgery carves chicken
breast

Israeli scientists say they've carried out
successful trials of "solar surgery"
technology on a chicken breast. The
system uses a curved plate-sized dish to
concentrate sunlight and bounce it into a
fibre-optic cable. Scientists say cables on
hospital roofs could carry the beam to
operating theatres, where it could be
used instead of lasers to burn away
tumors. The team admits that solar

surgery probably couldn't be used for
emergency treatments (especially in the
UK) in case cloud cover shuts down the
beam.

Car with feelings
A car that smiles, frowns and has a
"relationship" with its owner is being
launched by Toyota. The Pod car detects
and reacts to the feelings of its driver

• • • • • ® ® ®

through special sensors. The car can tell
the driver's mood by checking his pulse
or by how much he is sweating.

The color trim of the four-seat, 1.5-liter
engine is designed to light up a happy
orange-yellow when its owner
approaches. If you swerve or brake too
harshly, the color changes to an angry
red. Ifyou get a flat tire, run out of gas, or
bump something, it goes blue and cries.
Toyota developed the Pod with Sony.

Microsoft security risks
An increasingly common report, but
Microsoft said that "critical" security
lapses in its Office software and Internet
Explorer Web browser put tens of millions
of users at risk of having their files read
and altered by online attackers. An
attacker, using e-mail or a Web page,
could use Internet-related parts of Office
to run programs, alter data, and wipe out
the hard drive. The attacker could also

view file and clipboard contents on a
user's system. Microsoft is offeringa
patch at its Web site that eliminates these
vulnerabilities.

Robot threat to slugs
Scientists at Britain's University of West
England have developed the "SlugBot," a
prototype robot capable of hunting down
more than 100 slugs an hour. The 2-foot-
high machine operates after dark when
slugs are most active. It uses an image
sensor that beams out red light to
pinpoint the slugs. It then uses a carbon-
fibre arm with a three-fingered claw
grabber to pick up the slugs and store
them in a tank. The University said that
the SlugBot was only a proof of concept
machine.

® ® ® ® • ® ® • ® ® >(Tj)«
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THE MUST-HAVE
lfc^ STORAGE

<!S> DEVICE
FOR THE

21 ST CENTURY
V.- DOWNLOAD ANYTHING YOU LIKE FROM

THE INTERNET DIRECT TO YOUR USB DRIVE.

•V SAVE SPACE ON YOUR COMPUTER'S HARD DRIVE.

it TRANSFER AND STORE DATA EASILY& QUICKLY.

V,- IDEAL FOR CARRYING FILES BETWEEN HOME
AND OFFICE.

Store all MP3'S / PDA Data / DigitalCamera Images
Plugs into USB PORT - NO External power required
Supports Windows 98/ME/SE, 2000, XP. IMAC &Linux
Hot Plug & Play / Size9.15 X 2.4 X 1.4cm
Lightweight ONLY 17.5g / Includes USB extension lead
Price IncludesVAT and delivery

32 mb (silver) £35.99

64 mb (transparent green).. £54.99

128 mb (transparent clear).... £89.99 N

256 mb (blue) £ 149.99

5 I 2 mb (transparent purple) £ 325.00

I gb (transparent blue).... £61 1.00
colour &design may vary

Memory powered by

SAMSUNG

Small, stylish storage that
will fit in your pocket!

ORDER
TEL 023 9243 1279 FAX 023 9234 9798

EMAIL e.c.b@telco4u.net
OPEN: 9am -8pm, 6 days a week

TRADE WELCOME

The website mahttaitier's tool'

Features

Include:

Search and Replace
Insert Alt Text

Convert Newlines

Insert Datest amps
Insert File Sizes

Insert Files

Convert Tag Case
Index Keywords
Validation Links

Change Filename Case
Add/Strip Extensions

Script Language
Sprite Splicer

JPEG Extractor

And Much More...

WebChange is a supporttool for websitedesigners
and maintainers, and is particularly suited to those
who, like the program's author,preferto handedit
their HTML rather than let software handle the

markup.

The primary function of the software is to enable
the site maintainer to make repetitive changes to a
localcopy of a site quickly andeasily, ratherthan
havingto make the changeson a pageby page
basis. However, that is merely the tip of the
iceberg...

One of the most notable features of WebChange is
a simpleyet powerful script language- usingthis
language,any recurring taskscan be reducedto
barelymore than simplydragginga script file to
the program'smain window. Scriptsexist, for
example, to convert Pipedream files into HTML,
or extract tabular information from HTML files

and turn them into CSV files for importing into
spreadsheets.

WebChange costs just £15.00. and can be ordered from:

Soft Rock Software, 124 Marissal Road, Hen bury, Bristol, BS10 7NP

Alternatively, you can order online usingyour creditcard at:

http://www.webchange.co.uk

Whenordering,pleasebe sure to providean email address ai whichyou can be sent
accessdetails to the WebChange userswebsite,in order to downloadthe software.

j 3 i-cubed Ethernet cards:
the standard against

which all others will be judged
still produced and supported by:

O NEW PRICES

O NEW DRIVERS

O PC CONNECTIVITY SOFTWARE

You can now purchase versions of our tried and
tested EtherLAN 500 and 600 series Ethernet cards
which include Design IT /R.@<SC'X33!P€ software,
allowing easy transfer of files and data to and from
your PC. You can even use your PC to store your
RISC OS applications! Sounds expensive?
How about £99.00 including VAT?

Telephone, write, fax or email for more information

Design IT
• 6 OAK DRIVE • SEISDON •

• SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE • WVS 7ET •

<Telephone: 01902 894775 • Fax: 01902 324287 •
• www.dozignit.co.uk • cnq0dezignit.co.uk •

The home of RISC OS networking!
We also

support:
lt!^k Bl \ pioOutX range lot thtety&n ftfcetAM ft a1/«k/ctw* olDmgn IT.

tthcrrwtn j trjdetTuuk ctXetox Corporation. C*m*gettutgn Jppty i&Ol



CRUCIAL INTERNET

Hosting Packages for Home and Business
Fast 100Mbit Top Brand Internet Connection
Choice of Windows or Linux Website Hosting
Domain Name Registration
Freephone Technical Support

BUSINESS HOSTING ACCOUNTS

Unlimited Web space for your domain name
Unlimited P0P3 e-mail accounts
Unlimited e-mail auto-responders and forwarders
Free Instant Set-up
No restrictions on bandwidth usage
Alias up to 5 domain names to your web space
Hosted on Windows 2000 or Linux RedHat Servers
Located on low population servers
Greater performance for e-commerce and dynamic websites
Mirrored e-mail servers for added reliability
Website and e-mail Control Panel

ASP, ISAPI and iHTML scripting (Windows only)
PHP and Python scripting (Linux only)
Perl, CGI, WML and SSI scripting
FTP access
Shell access (Linux only)
Free 0845 Internet access available
Freephone support
24/7 e-mail support

HOME USER HOSTING ACCOUNTS

Unlimited Web space for your domain name
Unlimited P0P3 e-mail accounts

Unlimited e-mail auto-responders and forwarders
Free Instant Set-up
No restrictions on bandwidth usage
Alias up to 5 domain names to your web space
Website and e-mail Control Panel

Hosted on Windows 2000 or Linux RedHat Servers
ASP, ISAPI and iHTML scripting (Windows only)
PHP and Python scripting (Linux only)
Perl, CGI, WMLand SSI scripting
FTP access

Shell access (Linux only)
Free 0845 Internet access available

Freephone support
24/7 e-mail support

OPTIONAL ENHANCEMENTS FOR ALL HOSTING ACCOUNTS

UK and Global Domain Name Registration
Unlimited ODBC for Access, Paradox,
dBase and Excel (Windows only)
Microsoft SQL Server Databases(Windows Only)
MySQL Databases (Linux only)
FrontPage 2000 extensions
Live Website Statistics

Secure Socket Layers

Microsoft Streaming Media (Windows only)
Advanced and Basic Password Protection

P0P3e-mail Virus Scanning
Sub-domains

* Prices are subject to VAT

166 Streetsbrook Road

Shirley
Solihull

West Mids

B90 3PH

Tel: +44 (
Fax: +44

121744 0007

1121744 8576

Office Hours: Mon - Fri 09:00 -17:00

For more information or to buy online, log on to: www.crucialinternet.com

Freephone: 0800 5421667



'Burnproof' CDRW Drive
32x10x40 speed with CDBurn

£160 inc VAT & Post

HP SCSI External CDRW £2001

Clares Art, Utility,
Sound etc. Software

24 Titles on offer with up to 80% off
List at: http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/swoffers/

or please phone for further details

LCDs 15"£340, 17".2»«.a»£580, 19
if

1600x1200 £1400
S/H StrongARMs

from £150

Refurbished hi-spec monitors

17" from £110t +£15p&p
21" from £220f +£20p&p

Iiyama Pro 21" £280f £2oP&P
Phone for full specifications.

3 month warranty

&Offers from ^4D
Hi Spec Lasers

Lexmark: tray fed, 12ppm

£260t + £10p&p
Network ver. £300+£iop&p

S/H RiscPCs from £130t
RiscPC, RO 3.60, 32MB, IMBvram & HD £200t
StrongARM Mk3 RiscPC, RO 3.7, 32MB

2MBvram, HD & CD f430t
A7000+ RO 3.71, 8MB DRAM & HD £100t

A7000 RO 3.6,4MB DRAM £45t
AKF60 (£40t with system) £65f

t Fourth Dimension products have no VAT

Ovation Pro with HTML Pro £30 OFF £150

21" Hi Spec Monitor upto 2048xi536@7iHz £5201

Podule Modem 28.8 £25t

20GB IDE Hard Disc £85

S/H 2nd Slice upgrades inc. 4slot B/Plane £70t
JaZ Drive 1GB Internal orexternal £180f DisCS £791

S/H Access+ Ethernet Interfaces

10base2 & T RPC/A7000 NIC back instock £70t
10base2 or T podules £60t
10base2 & T mini podules £20 OFF £20t

Scanners from £1151

Canon BJC2100 A4 Printer inc Driver £90

Canon BJC7000 A4+ Printer 550gsm
huge ink tanks ex demo inc Driver from £1401

Canon S750 inc. Photoreal Driver £260

HP960 inc Driver £200

586 PC card for RPC Lowest ever price! £90

RPC-PC Network pack, Interfaces cables
& Lanman98 £185

Printer Port 250MB Zip Drive with S/W £185

RAM A7000/+/RS7500 32MB £30

RiscPC/A7000 64MB £50 & 128MB £100

2300+ Product price list at
http:llwww.cjemicros.co.uklprices!

The '4DRPP
'The Fourth Dimension RISC OS Programming Initiative'

RiscPCs for programmers from £45f
The very successful 'CJE RPF scheme is now back
under the guise of the '4DRPI'. Promoting RISC OS
Programming, the scheme offers RiscPCs from £45
and A7000s from £20 to programmers. Please see

for details: http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/4drpi/
or email 4d@cjemicros.co.uk

4DRPI base specifications:
RiscPC ARM610, RO 3.5, 16MB & IMBvram £45f

A7000 ARM7500, RO 3.6 & 8MB £20t

A7000+ ARM7500FE, RO 3.7 & 8MB £40f

Optional extras at special prices!

ADSL
£22.5p.m + initial cost.

Always on! NO call charges! No PC needed!
Everything you need to connect to the Internet

by ADSL, with full instructions.

Please phone for full details or see
http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/adsl/

Initial ISP costs from £0, cost of Router &
everything for RISC OS from £150

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& UKmainland delivery. Official Orders Welcome E&OE

Prices subject to change & stock.
Items markedf are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT

CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cjemicros.co.uk http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/CJEV70g



Access all areas
High speed broadband Internet

access via satellite is now

available from BTopenworld
across the whole of the UK. The service

is priced for business use but offers only
similar transmission speeds to the BT
ADSL Home 500 product, namely up to
500Kbps download and 153Kbps
upstream bit rates.

As well as the potential speed
reduction by contention of the system by
other users, satellite broadband bit rates

can be affected by what we might term
"the wrong kind of rain", as some Sky TV
subscribers will have discovered in this

year's torrential summer, when normal
signal strength and quality levels
plummet as the sultry summer clouds
burst onto your rooftop.

BT Satellite Hub

Your dish can be damaged by blue arrows

The BTopenworld Business Satellite
Service uses a slightly larger dish than
for TV, and it provides two-way
communication to the Eurobird satellite.

As for Astra, a clear and unobstructed
view to the south is required for the dish
which will be mounted on or near your
business premises, and for transmission
and reception requires two co-axial cable
runs. The Eurobird satellite is at 28.5

degrees East in a geo-synchronous orbit
over the equator.

BT estimate that it takes about three

hours to install the dish, which requires
higher precision in alignment than for TV,
and planning permission may be required
even if there's a Sky dish in place
already. For the single computer service,
a Gilat SkyBlaster 360a satellite terminal
(don't you just love that model name) is
supplied, and BT emphasise that Internet
connection sharing cannot be used.
Hmm.

Their Satellite 500/4 service does have

a single Ethernet connection modem, the
SkyStar Advantage 180 VSAT terminal
but you have to provide your own hub to
expand to multiple PC access. BT
provide you with five usable RIPE (ie
global not private nor NAT) IP addresses
on this system, so that with one address
for the VSAT terminal, you have four left
for your PCs. I can't see why you couldn't
use an additional NAT router locally to
connect multiple computers while using
just one of these addresses on its WAN
side.

Shame about the pings
BT admit that using the Business
Satellite broadband system for running
servers is impractical due to round-trip

delays, and as
far as online

gaming is
concerned,

unless 700 -

800ms pings
are acceptable
(unlikely) you
can forget it.
Also if you
happen to be
online doing
something vital
at the precise
moment that

the sun passes
behind the

satellite at

11:30am on the

March and

October equinoxes, your dish will
probably be blinded for a few minutes.

[Various picture references=dish, dish2,
dish3, sb360, rdskystar]

[Use wherever? (From Gilat web site)]
BT's first 1000 new single-user

business customers ordering before 30th
September will save £250 on the
standard equipment and installation
charge of £899+VAT, while paying the
standard monthly line rental of
£59.99+VAT. BT calculate that business

users who use the Internet for more than

three hours per day and who currently
use an ISDN connection could save up to
£2300 a year. Where ADSL is unavailable
or impossible technically, the satellite
broadband service seems to provide the
solution.

BTopenworld Business Satellite
www.btopenworld.com/satellite/index.html

David Dade

comms ©acornuser.com

c Comms

In brief

Instant Natter

Arpie, also known as Russell Palmer has
released Natter, the RISC OS multi-protocol
instant messenger. The program boasts
operation with both ICQ and MSN
Messenger, which are a couple of the most
popular instant Internet chat services.
From Arpie's eye-catching Web site you
can download the shareware natter

program and register for £10 by cheque or
in any other currency.

Registered users get extra options on
the Web site, and receive a version free of
the irritating registration reminders as well
as updates and access to the natter
mailing list. Russell has just graduated so
suggests checking the Web site for the
latest contact address. He's always ready
for a natter by e-mail though so try
russell@arpie.co.uk or
arpie@natter.iconbar.com

Natter by Russell Palmer

http://natter.iconbar.com/

Oops!
In last month's feature on Jochen Lueg's
entertaining Web site I omitted the all-
important URL for his site, which while not
at all obvious, is indeed the first result
returned in a Google UK search for his
name. As it happens, Jochen has just
released another interfacing project and
companion demonstration program called
TapeCon which allows you to control an
electrically-suitable cassette deck from the
computer.

All Jochen's interfacing programs can
now use the Printer port if a hardware User
Port isn't detected. The site also explains
how to make suitable leads for all the

projects. I wish Jochen would write an
interfacing program to proof-read Acorn
User articles.

Jochen Lueg's Web site
www.argonet.co.uk/users/tudor

We Three ISPs

That outspoken organ "The Register", the
Internet "Red Top" whose witty slogan
"Biting the hand that feeds IT"adorns its
news page, has announced that by the
time you read this, it will have launched its
very own UK virtual ISP "Vulture Capitalist
ISP", or vcisp.net for short. The Reg will
offer top-quality Internet access products
at competitive prices including self-install
ADSL.

Check www.theregister.co.uk for details.
Other low cost ADSL ISPs are popping up,
including fairADSL based in Canary Wharf,
London, offering ADSL with dynamic IP for
£18.99 per month; setup fee £58
(www.fairadsl.co.uk/index.htm), and ET
Global Solutions

(www.etglobalsolutions.com) with six
options including Instant User Home 500 at
£18.95 (inc VAT) per month; £60 setup.

>
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Make the right choice for the future with

RISC OS Select
Keep up to date with every new

version of RISC OS as it appears!
TheRISC OSSelectscheme isthenew way of supplying RISC OS
upgrades. It provides a ROM image which issoft-loaded over
theinternal RISC OS 4 ROM, alongwitha new Boot
sequence andapplications. Distribution of theupdates,
and technical support information, will be primarily
via theSelect Web site, with periodic releases on
CD. Payment forthe scheme ismade byannual
subscription. All you need isa machine with
RISC OS 4 already inROM on which to install
the RISC OS Select versions of RISC OS 4.

RISC OS fans! Join the

RISC OS

Foundation
and receive our ground

breaking quarterly CD magazine

FOUNDATION

Risa User

Now entering volume 31
Foundation RISC Userisa trulyinnovative publication from RISCOS Ltd that
supports theheartof theRISC OS market. The magazine articles combine useful
information with software resources thatcan belaunched with a simple click on
a link. Every issue ispacked with a wide range of substantial andauthoritative
features from respected writers, along with a comprehensive andfully integrated
database of current RISC OS products, developers anduser groups. Altogether,
it's arguably the most innovative and high quality CDmagazine onany platform.

What does the Select scheme provide!
Byjoining Selectyou will receive the following benefits:

1.Periodic updates via the Select private Website.
2. Up to three CDs per year, containing the latest

version of RISC OS plus optional beta-test copies of
•# software components in development. Every CD will
'be bootable and contain a full, working disc image that

, allows the easy selection of different boot sequences.
/ •*&& 3. The right to upgrade upto ten RISC OS computers atone

site. Select is a personal scheme: you only need one subscription
even if you own severalmachines. However, RISC OS 4 is needed
for each one: Select cannot be used with RISC OS 3-7 or earlier.

4. Affiliate Registered Developerstatus: if you are a programmer,
joining Select entitles you to become an Affiliate Developer for no
extra charge, and have your products included in the Database
section of Foundation RISC User magazine and on the Web site.

RISC OS 4 upgrades and Select scheme prices
Subscriptions to Selectare available on an annual basis, and may
be purchased in combination with a RISC OS 4 upgrade.
RISC OS 4 upgrade plus Select subscription:
RISC OS 4 upgrade only (new low price!):

Select subscription only:
(for existing RISC OS 4 users)

Select subscription only:
(for Foundation members)

Select group subscription: £300
(for siteswith more than ten machines)
All prices above include VAT.
Please see our Web site for further

pricing details, overseas prices etc.

£179

£109

£105

£99

Testimonials from readers

of Foundation RISC User

•"The interface isvery friendly andbetter
than my perception of whata CD-based

magazine would be like!"—Andrew Weston
• "Thewhole CDisajoy, andsomething our

platform can beproud of."—Geoff Steeper
The Foundation CD has contradicted my opinion

that I wouldn't beable to read a CD magazine happily.
It'svery nicely laidout."—Fred Bambrough

•"Congratulations onFoundation RISC User... it works smoothly, looks
good andhas masses of useful andinteresting content."—Gavin Wraith
•"Keep uptheexcellent work! (And what I REALLY appreciate issomeone who
can write, spell, talksense, andknows his its-es andit's-es!)"—Jeremy Roberts
•"It's a really excellent job."—David Pilling

Sample Foundation RISC User Online!
Visit oursampler edition, Foundation RISC User Online, at
http://foundation.ri.scos.eom//ru.htin

FOUNDATION

\Risc£BSBSIl
ONLINE

Beat the

price rise! Join the
Foundation or renew

your membership by
31 st May for just

£35*25
(£30 ex. VAT)

From 31stMay, prices willincrease asfollows:
UK:£33+VAT (£38-78); EC:£35+VAT (£41-13);
Non-EC countries inEurope: £35(noVAT);
PostalZone1:£37(noVAT); Zone 2:£39 (noVAT)

\RISCM
3 Clarendon Road
Cyncoed, Cardiff
Wales CF23 9JD

Tel. 0297.0 497.324
Fax 02920 492326
www.nscos.com

sales@rlscos.com



c Graphics

Before and After the Revolution
When I started in the graphic

design business, almost
everything was done by hand. I

had the usual array of the tools of the

trade: a range of precision mapping pens,
countless drawing templates, compasses,
rulers, set squares, type-fitting rulers and,
very important, piles and piles of sheets
of Letraset and similar headline-creating
products.

Mundane tasks were very difficult:
concentric circles, for example, were very
fiddly and easy to get wrong. Even
straight lines could go wrong, and if they
did you'd have to start again or
painstakingly scrape the mistake off with
a razor blade. Happy days? Mmm.

Graphics was one of those professions

which was turned it on its head with the

development of the personal computer.
'Desktop publishing' came into being
while several long-established techniques
became obsolete overnight. Collections
of Letraset lettering sheets amassed over
years were given away or thrown out.

Creating headlines on a computer
became a joy; creating artwork on the
computer was a joy.These concentric
circles which caused me so much grief
became a matter of creating circles in
Draw and aligning them with a couple of
mouse clicks. Centring text or elements
of design needn't be a task any more: the
computer did the calculations in a split
second. The real boon was that all the

artwork could be created on the screen

before it was ever printed out.
Of course, there was some initial

resistance. While the computer freed us
from mundane aspects of drawing, it
necessitated investment in hardware and

software, and thus began an endless
round of buying, upgrading, assessing,
wishing. My choice of platform, Acorn as
it was then, had at that time many
advantages in cost and quality of
software.

Also, there were times when I wanted
to produce something on the computer
which I could do quickly by hand, but I
couldn't figure out the way, and how I
managed to avoid throwing my
Archimedes out the window I don't know.

With increased proficiency came greater
tolerance however and, like most others
in the profession, I eventually embraced
the new methods of working.

This revolution also meant that design
was within reach of everyone with access
to a computer. Posters, signs, fliers and
leaflets began appearing and it was

obvious that they'd been done at home.
My early worry about this was relieved by
an important realisation: although the
software can help greatly with creating
artwork, the computer is only another
tool. It can't give you design skills if
they're not already there. The computer
can't, for example, give you artistic ability,
which is why 'clip art' became so popular.
Need a picture of a coffee mug? Delve
into your clip art collection.

Here's an irony. I have used the
computer to create hundreds of
illustrations in many styles. Some of
these styles aim to produce illustrations
which look like they're hand-drawn or
woodcut prints. Using computer software
to generate art which looked decidedly
non-computer generated does seem

bizarre, but it had advantages. Vector
graphics in Drawfile format is a perfect,
flexible medium. Illustrations in digital
formats can be manipulated easily, effort
lessly resized, the colours changed,
flipped, reversed, stretched and
squashed.

There are things which are still better
done by hand. Celtic knotwork, for
example, is very tricky in Draw or
Artworks because of its interlocking
nature. There is no way in vector

illustration programs to have one shape
alternately going over and under other
shapes. The solution is to use an intricate
system of smaller shapes and mask the
joins. Calligraphy is also best done by
hand, although it is possible to
manipulate text to look more like hand-
drawn letters.

Conversely, there are some things
which are a breeze on the computer
which would require a lot of work to
emulate by hand. Graduated fills, for
example (possible with Draw, and one of
the stronger features of Artworks) would
have given me huge difficulty by hand,

but on the screen it takes a couple of
mouse clicks. And if you don't like the
result, press F8 (Undo) and start again. I
could have done with a magic button like
that when I was spending hours at my
drawing desk; if I didn't like it in those
days I'd have to start from scratch again!

Computers certainly aren't the answer
to everything in graphic design, but by
absorbing much of the necessary
humdrum procedures, they have freed us
to concentrate on the more creative side.

As one who has experienced graphics
from before and after the revolution, I
know this is a very good thing.

Nigel Gatherer
graphics @acornuser,com
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c Review }
.

On the Web, advertising is
becoming more and more "in
your face". There are now

pop-up ads, ads that play music and
sound tracks, even ads that swim
across the screen, and so on.

Luckily (or unluckily depending on
your viewpoint) RISC OS users don't
get to see the more exotic versions
but it's worth knowing what you can
run in to, and why it's there.

In the beginning
When the Web first started being a
"commercial endeavour" around 1997

or so, thousands of new sites were
born and billions of dollars in venture

capital flowed into them. The sites
divided into two broad categories:

• E-commerce sites that make their

money from the products they sell,
just like a brick-and-mortar store
does.

• Content sites create or collect

content (words, pictures, video, and
so on.) for readers to look at. Content
Web sites make their money primarily
from advertising, like TV stations,
radio stations and newspapers.

In those halcyon days advertising
on the Internet meant just "banner
ads", the 468x60-pixel ads you see at
the top of almost all Web pages
today. In 1998 or so, banner
advertising was a lucrative business.
Popular sites like Yahoo could charge
£20, £30, even £50 per thousand
impressions running banner ads on
their pages.

These advertising rates provided
fuel for much of the venture capital
boom at that time. The idea was that

sites could start up and increase
their page impressions to
make easy money from
banner ads. If a site

could generate
100 million page
impressions
per month, it
could make

£2 million

per month
with banner

ad rates at

£20 per
thousand

impressions.
Where did

numbers like £20

or £30 per thousand
impressions come from?

• 18

In your face
That's what magazines typically
charge for full-page colour ads. The
Internet took the same payment
model and applied it to banner ads.

At some point, advertisers came to
the conclusion that banner ads were

not as effective as full-page
magazine ads or 30-second TV
commercials. At the same time, there
was an incredible glut of advertising
space, thousands of sites had a
million or more page impressions
available per month, and companies
like Doubleclick began collecting
these sites into massive pools of
banner-ad inventory.

The economic principle of "supply
and demand" works the same way on
the Web as it does everywhere else,
so the rates paid for banner
advertising began to plummet.

A company buys advertising for
one of two reasons:

• Branding
• Direct sales

Branding refers to the process of
impressing a company name or a
product name onto society's
collective consciousness. Let's say
you have come up with a new brand
of cola, or you are opening a new
restaurant, or you are selling a new
whatsit. You want to get the product's
name (and sometimes the product's
features and benefits) firmly planted
in people's heads. This is branding.

Branding happens with both new
and existing products. When you see
a billboard that says nothing but
"Coke" on it, or you see a feel-good
ad on TV about a car company or an
oil company but there's no mention of
a product, that is branding. The
^^advertiser does not necessarily

expect you to do anything
today, the advertiser

•' . simply wants to
•' .^impress itself on

your

,' consciousness.

A On the other
Bhand, a direct

sales ad is an

I .'ad that is trying
? to get you to do

something today,
I right now, as you

' look at the ad. The

pp advertiser wants
you to click on the ad,

call an 800 number or

drive immediately to the

shop. Or do some other active thing
so that you buy something, download
something or sign up for something
today. The advertiser counts the
direct responses to the ad and
measures the effectiveness of the ad

by those responses.
What branding advertisers came to

feel about banner ads is that banner

ads are not the most effective vehicle

for branding. Relative to a magazine
ad or a TV ad, banner ads are small

and easily ignored.
What direct sales advertisers came

to feel about banner ads is that the

response rate for banner ads is low.
For most banner ads, the industry
average seems to hover between two
and five clicks per 1,000 impressions
of the ad (0.2%-0.5%).That is, if a
banner ad appears on 1,000 Web
pages, between two and five people
will click on the ad to learn more.

Those five clicks per thousand
impressions don't have much value
to most advertisers. The reason is

because those five clicks will not all

generate sales. Out of 100 clicks,
perhaps one person will actually do
the desired thing.

Here's an example. Let's say that a
publisher wants people to buy a
book, and hopes to increase sales of
the book through advertising. The
publisher has budgeted £3.00 per
copy of the book to spend on
advertising. If the publisher is paying
£30 per 1,000 impressions for banner
ads and purchases 100,000
impressions for £3,000, here is what
happens:

• The banner ad appears 100,000
times.

• Let's say the response rate is five
clicks per 1,000 impressions, so 500
people click on the ad during the
time the 100,000 total impressions
are running.

• If two percent of those 500 people
actually purchase the book, that
results in 10 purchases.

• The publisher had to pay
(£3,000/10) £300 for each book
purchased through that ad.

Obviously, paying £300 to sell one
book is not a good economic model
for a publisher, especially since the
budget is £3.00 per book. For this
type of advertising to work for the
publisher, the publisher would need
to pay 30p per 1,000 impressions,
rather than £30.

• •



So banner ad rates began to
decline. Today, if you shop around,
you can buy banner ads from
thousands of Web sites or brokers for

30p or so per thousand impressions,
which is pretty much exactly what
they are worth to a person who is
trying to sell something with banner
ads using a direct sales model.

It is possible for some Web sites to
charge more than 30p per 1,000
impressions. For example, the top
100 or so Web sites can charge a
premium because of their size. There
is also a process called targeting. For
example, if you want to sell a RISC
OS computer, you might advertise on
the Acorn User Web site and get a
targeted audience for your ad, which
will typically increase the click-
through and response rate for the ad.

As was described in the September
issue of Acorn User Google and
many search engines target their
banner ads to the search words

people type in, and they charge more
for these targeted ads. But for most
other Web sites, there is very little
money to be made from banner ads.

Sidebar ads

A sidebar ad (also known
as a skyscraper ad) is
similar to a banner ad,

but it is vertical rather

than horizontal.

Because it is vertical,
the height of a sidebar
ad can often reach 600

pixels or more, and
sidebars are generally
120 pixels wide. This has
more impact than a banner ad
for at least two reasons:

• A tall sidebar ad is two to three

times larger than a banner ad.
• You cannot scroll a sidebar ad off

the screen like you can a banner ad.
With a banner ad, you can scroll just
60 pixels down and the ad is gone.
With a sidebar ad, the ad is with you
much longer.

Because of this increased impact,
sidebar ads have higher branding
power and a higher click-through
rate. A typical sidebar ad has a click-
through rate of 1 percent (10 clicks
per 1,000 impressions), or about two
to three times that of a banner ad.

Advertisers will typically pay 70p to
£1.00 per 1,000 impressions for
sidebar ad placement. Advertisers
pay more for targeted sidebar ads,
just like they do with targeted banner
ads.

Pop-up and pop-under
A pop-up ad is an ad that "pops up"
in its own window when you go to a
page. It obscures the Web page that
you are trying to read, so you have to
close the window or move it out of

the way. Pop-under ads are similar,
but place themselves under the
content you are trying to read and
are therefore less intrusive.

Pop-up and pop-under ads annoy
many users because they clutter up
the desktop and take time to close.
However, they are much more
effective than banner ads. Whereas a

banner ad might get two to five clicks
per 1,000 impressions, a pop-up ad
might average 30 clicks. Therefore,
advertisers are willing to pay more
for pop-up and pop-under ads.
Typically, a pop-up ad will pay the
Web site four to 10 times more than

a banner ad. That is why you see so
many pop-up ads on the Web today.

Floating Ads
These are ads that appear when you
first go to a Web page, and they
"float" or "fly" over the page for
j^^anywhere from five to 30

.iig. seconds. While they are on
^^the screen, they obscure

your view of the page you
are trying to read, and
they often block mouse
input as well. An ad of
this sort can be

completely animated.
Floating ads are

appearing more and more
frequently for several

reasons:

• They definitely get the
viewer's attention. They are
animated. Many now have sound.
Like TV ads, they "interrupt the
program" and force you to watch
them. They can take up the entire
screen. Therefore:
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• From a branding standpoint, they
are much more powerful than
something like a banner ad or a
sidebar ad. They cannot be ignored.

• They have a high click-through
rate, averaging about 3 percent
(meaning that 30 people will click
through for every 1,000 impressions
of a floating ad).

The high click-through rate, as well
as the greater branding power,
means that advertisers will pay a lot
more for a floating ad, anywhere from
£2 to £20 per 1,000 impressions
depending on the advertiser and the
ad. Because they can pay a lot of
money, Web sites are willing to run
floating ads.

The only problem with floating ads
is that they annoy people. Some
people become infuriated by them,
and will send death threats and

three-page-long rants via e-mail. That
is why you do not yet see them
everywhere.

The annoyance problem points out
something interesting about
advertising, however. When pop-up
ads first appeared, they bothered lots
of people and you did not see them
on very many sites. After a while,
people got used to them and stopped
complaining, and now pop-up ads
can be found on tons of sites.

Television provides another useful
example. If all television channels
were ad-free today, and suddenly a
TV station were to start running
eleven minutes of advertising every
hour right in the middle of programs,
people be very upset. There would,
quite possibly, be riots in the streets.
But since we are all familiar with TV

ads, they don't bother us much. In
fact, sometimes they are better TV
than the programmes themselves. As
people get used to floating ads, they
will become more common.

Unicast ads

Definitely not a problem for RISC OS
users as yet, partly because they are
still uncommon and partly because of
the technology used. A Unicast ad is
basically a TV commercial that runs
in a pop-up window. It is animated
and it has sound. The ads can last

anywhere from 10 to 30 seconds.
A Unicast ad has roughly the same

branding power as a TV commercial.
However, a Unicast ad offers
something that TV ads cannot, the
ability to click on the ad for more
information. And people do click on
them at an amazing rate, a 5-percent

>
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click-through rate (50 clicks per
1,000 impressions of the ad) is not
uncommon.

Because Unicast ads have

branding power and because people
click on them, £20 per 1,000
impressions is a common rate paid to
Web sites right now. Because they
pay so well, they are likely to spread
rapidly.

Other variations

You are likely to see many other
variations on the theme as time goes
on. Here are several examples:

• Some content sites offer

something called a "takeover
campaign." Browsers visiting the site
see a large ad when they first come
to it and then they see the message
reiterated throughout the site in
banner and sidebar ads. The

advertiser essentially "takes over" the
site for one or more days.

The approach works very well as a
branding ploy because the brand is
visible to browsers throughout their
entire visit to the site. Click-through
rates are very high. Advertisers have
been very pleased with the results,
and negative reader reaction has
been minimal because everyone is
familiar with banner and sidebar

advertising.
• CNN has been experimenting with

streaming sidebar ads. A small video
ad appears in the sidebar, with
sound, and plays for 30 seconds. The
reader can control the ad with the

three buttons (Play, Pause, Stop)
underneath the ad.

• Pull-down banner ads have

appeared on some sites. Their
operation varies depending on the
site. On some, when you mouse over
the banner ad, it expands to fill much
of the page. On others, the banner
ad is expanded-size initially, then
shrinks to normal size after several

seconds.

All of these different ad formats are

trying to find combinations that give
advertisers what they want, high
click-through rates and branding
power. In return, advertisers are
willing to pay Web sites for running
these ads because the ads work.

How bad can it get?
Any Web page could be set up to
give you a barrage of advertising:

• Multiple banner and sidebar ads.
• Two pop-up ads
• Three pop-under ads.
• And a floating ad.
If there were a Unicast ad playing

over the top of it all, that would be a
worst-case scenario. It is hard to

imagine a Web page having much
more advertising than that.

The reason you see things like this
is because it pays well. A Web site
can, in theory, make between $40
and $50 per 1,000 impressions if
every page were loaded with this
much advertising. That is a lot of
money. On the other hand, this much
advertising tends to turn readers off.

So why do Web sites end up
running so many ads like this? Let's
create a hypothetical Web company
and use it as an example. The
company is called XYZ, and it is a
small, successful content site. Here
are some of its parameters:

• The company has 1,000,000
visitors a month who read, on

average, eight pages per visit. So
there are 8,000,000 page
impressions per month.

•The company has 10 employees,
with an average pay of £30,000 per
year. Some make more, some make
less. That means payroll is about
£25,000 per month.

• Benefits per employee run £300
per month, or £3,000 total per month.

• Office rent is £3,000 per month.
• Equipment leasing and bandwidth

to run the Web site is £3,000 per
month.

• Other costs include phone lines,
power, office furniture and
computers, legal/accounting fees,
travel, advertising, coffee,
subscriptions, blah, blah, blah. Let's
say it averages £12,000 per month in
"other costs."

XYZ therefore spends £46,000 per
month.

If XYZ places banner ads on its
8,000,000 pages per month and gets
35p per thousand impressions, it
makes £2,800 per month. Obviously,
that isn't going to cut it, £2,800 per

month does not even cover one

person, or the bandwidth and
equipment.

If XYZ is able to sell floating ads or
Unicast ads at £20 per 1,000 visitors
(not page impressions, visitors), then
the site's 1,000,000 visitors per
month can generate £20,000 per
month. That, plus the banner ads,
gets the company to £22,800 per
month. You can see that there is still

a problem, XYZ is only halfway to
breaking even.

Keep in mind that there is no
guarantee that XYZ will be able to
sell all of its ad space. It would take a
very good sales person (or sales
force) to find companies to sign
contracts and pay for all of that
inventory (8,000,000 banner ad
impressions per month, 1,000,000
Unicast impressions per month).
There is no guarantee, for example,
that XYZ can find companies to pay
£20 per 1,000 impressions for
1,000,000 floating ads or Unicast
ads. If XYZ is able to sell all of its

space, it is extremely lucky, so
getting to £22,800 per month every
month is a long shot.

XYZ therefore needs to find other

ways to make money. If XYZ now
adds in:

• sidebar ads

• 250x250 ads in the middle of

articles

• pop-under ads
• one or two other ad features

Then the company might be able to
bring in another £10,000 per month,
and it is getting close to its goal of
breaking even. That kind of
calculation is exactly why you see so
many ads on Web sites today. It's
either:

• Lots of ads

• Switch over to subscriptions (and
hope that you can get 50,000 people
to subscribe, no easy task)

• Go out of business

A Web site is a business, and it

must cover its expenses to survive.
That, of course, is looking at a

content-only company, they don't sell
things. But they might. So what about
changing the parameters again, what
about affiliates? What about

companies like Amazon.com? What
other ways are there to make money
out of your Web site?

We will take a further look in the

next issue.

Rob Donaldson

editor © acornuser.com
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odeling of natural phenomena
has come a long way since the
1940s when the cellular

machine was created by John von
Newman and Arthur Bracks. We now

have neural nets imitating brainwork,
genetic algorithms applying the
evolution principles, emulations of the
behaviour of a flock of birds or school

of fish...

One of the current trends is Swarm

Intelligence. One of the advantages of
this technique is that programs created
with this approach have already passed
the theoretical stage and are benefiting
in many spheres. AT&T and British
Telecom are already applying software
techniques using these principles for
traffic routing; General Motors are
launching their spares conveyor control
system using swarm logic. These are
the major corporations using it, but with
the addition of small start-up
companies, the examples of swarm
intelligence algorithm application can
be found in great numbers.

What's it all about?

The founders of the present
developments are Eric Bonabeau,
Marco Dorigo and Guy Theraulaz. Their
discovery was that a system consisting
of many agents operating according to
simple rules can sometimes solve big
and complex problems. There appeared
a new method of complicated system
building where the system is not built
with some fixed predetermined
structure and all its components submit
to the "headquarters".

M
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Digital ants
The systems built on

the basis of Swarm

Intelligence are
empiric: their actions
cannot easily be
explained mathemat
ically, but in practice
can produce impressive
results. This is the

strength and at the
same time the

weakness of the

approach. They can be
better than the fixed

systems based on a
mathematical approach
for precise well-
structured tasks but

there is no clear way of
deciding whether it's
going to work.

It is their capability
of self-organizing can
be of great use. It is possible to try and
make a model of all existing systems
consisting of many independent
objects, be it the financial markets or
the population of gorillas in the
Serengeti sanctuary.

The popularity of Swarm Intelligence
lies in its exceptional simplicity. The
first, most well-studied and frequently
applied peculiarity of the ants is their
ability to find the shortest way to food
sources. Two thirds of the works

dedicated to the swarm intelligence are
carried out in this particular field.
Biologists have ascertained that the ant
paths that can be found around every
anthill appear due to aromatic
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substances, pheromones produced by
every ant. The more ants have passed
the path, the more their trace smells,
and the more new ants it attracts.

It is this concept basic concept that
has been translated into a digital form.
The idea of a digital pheromone that
traces the path used by one or more
digital ants. The idea has been taken
from nature but it has had one original
addition: To intensify the effect digital
pheromones "evaporate" faster when a
solution is longer one way than
another.

The result of the application of this
method is finding the shortest routes to
the food, and also dynamic re-planning
and optimization of these routes. And
what is more, if some part of the path
is "overcrowded" a roundabout way is
found even if it is longer. When the
traffic lessens all the agents return to
the optimal way, because the other
route is longer its pheromones
disappear faster. This peculiarity is
used in the majority of the systems in
the sphere of telecommunications.

Ants in the net

Let's consider one of the algorithms
used in the nets of data transfer. Two

sets of mobile agents are created: so
called "forward ants" and "backward

ants", the agents here are small
programs able to move between net
units and perform certain tasks. These
agents are not connected directly with
one another and can transfer their

experience via only two information
systems, located on every net knot.
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At first, on every knot, forward ant
(called Fs?d) is created, with
destination knot d chosen at random.

Every ant chooses the next place of
destination, using the information from
a routing table on that knot. The next
knot is chosen according to the
accidental scheme with probability Pdn,
depending on optimal route to every
next knot n which hasn't been visited

yet. If an ant has been to all neighbour
knots the next one is chosen at

random.

If the route chosen is not available at

that moment the ant waits for an

access to the connecting line together
with all other data packages. An
identifier of every visited knot k and the
time spent on reaching knotTs?k, is
registered in the memory of the ant. If a
cycled transference takes place i.e. an
ant gets to a knot already visited, all
the data about the knots inside of the

cycle are zeroed.
When ant Fs?d gets to destination

knot d, he creates a backward ant
(called Bd?s), hands over his memory
and dies. The backward ant goes along
the same way but in the opposite
direction. Having arrived at knot k from
the previous knot f the backward ant
updates the data at the knot with the
time value Tk?i, spent on the trip from
knot k to every visited knot i on the way
k?d.

He also introduces changes in the
routing table increasing probability Pif
which belongs to every couple of knots
i and f and diminishing for the normal
ization of probability Pin of the rest
neighbor knots n. The time Tk?i
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(mentioned above) spent on the route
by the ant Fs?d is used for the
determining of the level of probability
increase.

There are plenty of other swarm
logic schemes on which the routing
programs are based. In the simplest
ones ants do not have memory they
just leave the digit mark on every
visited knot. The number of such marks

on a definite route serves as a signal
for their followers. In addition there can

be other variants with the higher
priority of the ants over the usual data
packets.

The advantage of these schemes is
the fact that the usual data can travel
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Samples of SDG applications
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through the net along with the ants,
and routes adjusted dynamically with
all the changes in workload taken into
account. The quality of the work of
each algorithm depends of the net
configuration, the kind of traffic, and so
on and it is a matter of choosing the
right algorithm for the task in hand.

It is clear to see, though, how the
simple ants can achieve the complex
task of creating the most efficient
routing in the network dynamically, and
changes to the network and the
network load make no difference to the

ant behaviour but will influence the

result.

Another very interesting behavioral
peculiarity of social insects is the
adaptive work division and task distri
bution. An ant colony is able to
distribute tasks among individuals
according to the changing conditions. It
takes place even when researchers
deliberately eliminate a group of insects
responsible for a specific task.

What is interesting is that this
adaptation takes place without any
central control, evaluation of the global
situation or direct connection among
ants. The model reconstructing the
colony behavior based on self-organi
zation deals with threshold values.

Every ant has its own threshold value
for each task, which must be
performed, for example, taking care of
the larvae or delivering food.

Stimulus for task performing
increases if the task is not done and if

this stimulus reaches its threshold

value an ant begins to perform the
given task. Models built on this
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Above and below:A swarm of miniature robotsfanout from a nest insearch of food. (J.B. Billeter, Geneva)

principle can be applied in artificial
multi-agent systems. They could benefit
a company management system,
indicating the hidden possibilities of
human resources usage and reminders
about the urgency of a task.

The next peculiarity is the
phenomenon of larvae sorting in the
anthill. The French company Eurobios
(www.eurobios.com) is one of the leading
companies in the application of swarm
intelligence programs. You can get
acquainted with numerous applications
of algorithms based on this
phenomenon on their Web site. They
are used for the financial risks analysis,
predicting currency and shares
exchange rates, statistics and goods

traffic.

In the anthill all the larvae are sorted

into groups without any central plan
which could point out where larvae and
food for them must be carried. A simple
model on the basis of agents can easily
mimic this behaviour: When the agent
"carrying" some object feels a lot of
similar objects around he leaves it in
this place, the agent who has found the
object differing from the rest carries it
to another place.

An application of such a sorting
algorithm in a database can produce
very interesting results. There already
exist attempts to apply this method of
sorting in the search systems of the
Web and local nets.

One of the

most impressive
achievements of

social insects is

the complicated
architecture of

their anthills

that are built

without any
engineering
knowledge.
Such types of
construction can

be explained by
the set of micro-

rules which

every builder
follows.

The configu
ration of bricks
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around the builder carrying one more
brick determines (according to micro-
rules) whether he will leave his brick
here or will carry it further. Advantages
of the application of such algorithms in
the complicated systems construction
are obvious at a glance: They give an
opportunity to build self-reproducing
and self-tuning systems. And this is the
aim of practically all program provision
producers, systems that can self-
adapting to changing conditions. There
are some programs (for example,
Dominique Snyers Wasp Nest Building
Simulator) where one can observe the
effect on the whole system produced by
changing micro rules.

Modeling the world of insect behavior
is a vast and varied one. It often

crosses other advanced spheres of
programming. For example, researchers
into such fashionable trends as mobile

agents or peer-to-peer calculations
have shown a lot of interest in Swarm

Intelligence study. These mobile agents
being of minimal size should fulfil the
task given, coordinate their actions with
other agents and provide protection
against outer attacks.

A great number of examples of
programmes for any platform,
functioning on these principles can be
found in the Internet (many of them are
free of charge and are distributed with
source code). Numerous examples and
libraries are available for the study of
such systems, including the whole
software environments researchers, for
example, SDG (www.swarm.org).

This system written in Objective C
occupies about 50Mb together with all
its libraries, examples, templates and
description is distributed free of charge
with open initial codes. Another
example is ECHO system
(www.santafe.edu/projects/echo.html)
created specially for the study of the
agent interaction and complicated
adapting systems behavior.

One more example can be mentioned
- Multi Agent Modeling Language
(NAML) serving for the creation of
multi-agent systems. The real quantity
of applications on the present subject
can be illustrated by more than 32,000
references given for the phrase "Swarm
Intelligence" in the Google search field.
The subjects covered are anything from
picture painting to package routing in
IP-nets.

Eugene ostroglyad
taisya@imp.liviu.ua
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Part 9:Tracking media

Unfortunately I got very
enthusiastic, carried away in
fact, between the last issue and

this one and programmed a huge
amount of new code into the system.
Too much to cover in one issue I think

so I will give a quick rundown on the
overall additions and then just pick
one to cover this time.

In the card creation and editing I
have added an error window that pops
up when you click "Okay", if there are
any errors. The card validation window
has been extended to make a list of

everything that may be wrong with a
card so that the user can correct it.

I have added a standard set of query
dialogue windows that pop up to check
whether you really meant it, under
some circumstances.

There is a whole new section that

builds a menu of all the records in a

given zone, and allows you to select
one. The menu also has an option to
allow you to create a new record if the
one you want isn't in the list.

The general delete code is now
implemented and works fine including
a pre-delete call to see whether any
interested zones want to prevent it.

And finally the backup code has
been put in place and it is the backup
facilities that we are going to look at in
detail this time. The restore code will

have to wait until next time.

Backup basics
Data backup is an area of intense
interest in the computer world, and
there are many fundamental principles
that have been developed along with
some good maxims for safety of data.

General rules include things like:
Don't store your backup on the same
media as the main data. If the main

media goes down how will you get to
the backup? Make regular backups
and keep aged versions in case you
have to go back further. And keep a
record of changes made between
backups.

So for our backups we need the
ability to put the backups on any
attached filing system, keep
generations of backups and keep a
record of changes as we go along.

Other matters that we should

consider are: preventing the
application from running if there is no
backup area; having generalised code
that will work in any application;

making it easy to create new backups;
automatic backup of data when a new
area is created; and having automatic
recognition of the backup area. And
finally, and very importantly, some way
to restore the data from a point in the
past.

First we will consider how we are

going to hold the backed-up data. We
will use a pseudo-application, that is
to say a folder with a "!" at the front of
it. It will have a .'Boot file and a !Run

file and a Data folder but nothing else.
This has the advantage that the IBoot
file is run when it is first seen, we can
use that to set up a system variable
that shows where the data is.

Inside the Data folder we have a

Current folder which, surprisingly
holds the latest backup of data and a
file containing any more changes.
When we do a new backup we change
the name of Current to the date when

it was made an older generation and a
new Current is created.

We set up a variable in the program
to keep track of how many generations
of backup we want, deleting the oldest
when we have enough.

On the programming side, as the
program starts up, we check to see if
we can find the backup folder, if we
can't then we give the user the
opportunity to either find it himself and
tell the program where it is; or allow
him to create a new backup folder.
This needs a lot of new S-Base

commands which we haven't looked at

yet.

One thing that did cause a problem
was working out how to make the
backup module independent of the
rest of the program. The backup
module needs to register with each
module that wants backup facilities,
but if it is independent it has to be
told.

But there is a further problem, let's
say "backup" registers with "media",
when "media" creates a new record it

calls all registered modules with "proc
[modulename]_media_create". But that
means that backup needs to know in
advance that it needs "proc
backup_media_create". Both of these
mean that we can't make backup
independent.

But we can take a different

approach: Each module that needs
backup facilities first registers with
backup. In Backup we immediately

register back to the one that's calling.
Which handles the registration
problem, but doesn't solve the
procedure name problem.

Here we break the rules: Instead of

putting "proc backup_media_create" in
the backup module, which is where we
said it should be earlier, we put it in
the media module with the standard

backup call built in.

Arguably this is an unnecessary
complexity, after all if we are going to
be calling the backup module directly
why not just do it in the "proc
media_make" routine? Two reasons:

the first is purely aesthetic, currently
we only need one call to notify all
registered modules, if we did it the
other way we would have two calls.
But what if we haven't included the

backup module? The whole program
comes crashing down, won't work.

A useful addition would be a call to

a routine in "apps" that allows us to
check whether a module exists. Then

we can decide whether to try to
register or not, also where one module
requires the existence of another we
can check if it's there, and generate an
error if not.

So we have made some changes in
the "poststart" routines of media and
mediatype to only register with backup
if it is there. Also, in media, we check
for the existence of mediatype and

def proc filejound(x)
return proc fobj_find(x,l)

enddef

def proc dir_found(x)
return proc fobj_find(x,2)

enddef

def proc fobjjound(x)
return proc fobj_find(x,3)

enddef

def proc fobj_find(x,z)
local q=0
error set 2
S9S "XOS File",5,0addr(x) to q
error set 1
if (Gerrnun) then error clear
return (q=z)

enddef

def proc split_filenane(fn,return p,return 1)
local x

for x=Men(fn)-l to 8 step -1
if ((toid(fn,x,i>=".") then break
next

l=ltoid(fn,x+l)
P=Gleft(fn,x)

enddef

Figure I

generate an error if it is not there.

That covers the general principles



and things we have had to consider,
so now let's look at the actual code.

In the Jnit code we set up a lot of
variables, most of these contain path
names to various bits of the backup

Create backup folder3
No backup folder has been found,
either drag it here, or click 'Create'
and drag the icon to the place to
create the new backup folder.

Figure II

folder. Plus the backup folder system
variable. There is the usual module

registration array plus another array to
store the names of the aged backups.

In the _startup routine we dive
straight in to the interesting code we
have a set of routines (all contained in
the "general" set of procedures, Figure
I) which detect the presence of files
and folders. We call one to see if the

Data Backup folder is present, if the
system variable is set then it will be

found otherwise not.

If it is not found we pop up a new
window which invites the user to either

drag the Data Backup folder to the
window, or create a new one by

local ft.fr,
toad check insert ft.fn
case (ft)

uhen FIIETVPEJIR.FIIETVPE.RPP
load insert
ok=IRUE
if (ok) then ok=okU(proc file_found(fn»".IBoot"))
if (ok) then ok=okU(proc fileJound(fn*".!Run"))
if (ok) then ok=okM(proc dirJound(fn«\Data"))
if (!ok)

error 99,"This is not a properly constructed Data Backup Folder"
break

endif

local i-G;tr(32),ch=CoFenin(fnt",!Boot"),r.?=Gapplinfo(B)
set ptr ch.2
insert text Ch,X eit Olen(r.e)
if (xOne)

. error 99,"This is not a Data Backup Folder for "*ne
ok=FRLSE
break

endif

oscliCRun "*fn»".IRun")
ok=IRUE
card exit poll Ghandle

otherwise
error 99,"Cannot use a file"

endcase

Figure III

clicking the create button and dragging
the icon to some disc location (Figure
II). If either of these actions occur the
results are handled in one of the

backup handler routines.
First let's look at the "import" handler

(Figure III). Once this is set up in the
backup Handler set this handler will be
called whenever something is dragged
to the window, you can have handlers
for individual icons.

The first command is "load check

insert ft.fn" this starts up a file transfer
(there is a command for direct data
transfers between applications but we

don't need that this time). After this
command 'ft' contains the filetype
that's being imported and 'fn' contains
the filename and path.

The first thing we do is check that
the filetype is
right, it has to be
either a directory
or an application
(file types &1000
and &2000). If
they are right then
we simply
acknowledge the
drag with "load
insert", normally

you would use this after the file has
been loaded but we are not actually

local backup.saver

def procbackup.saverldir)
local ok=FrU$E,cnd=,CDir "»dir
error set 2
W "XO$rCUMaddr(cnd>
error set 1
if (ferrnun)

error ferrnun.'Can't create Data Backup Folder because: "tferrstr
error clear

else
loca) In.ch
fn=dirt\!8oot"
eh'liMMilifi)
print to eh.'l "<0applinfo(8)f "»fapplinfo(3)»" Cf85tr(8date:"date">»">"
prnt to eh.'Set niJackupJDir (obeySdir)"
print to eh,"$et IflJackupSData <«LBickop$Dir).Data"
close ch
oscli("SetIype"tfn»" Obey")
ln=dir*".Fft "
ch=Gopenout
print to ch.'l "teapplinfo(8)f CtCstr(l!date:"date'>f)"
print to cb,"If "<llT_BackupSDir>""0"(ubeyi&ir>" Then Run <0bey$»ir>.!Boot"
do e ch
osc iCSetljpe "♦fn«" Obey")
osc i("Run 'tfn)
osc iCCDir "tdirt'."t.backup.dita»ane)
osc iCCDir•tdir»V»_backup_datananetV»_b»ckup_crntnine)
Ok: RUE

endif
return ok

enddef

case (clickelenentlabel
uhen "(close)'

ifrfliK
card exit poll (handle

uhen "create"
saw to "!Hl_Backup\FIlEIVPEJIPP1l,'backup_saver"„,ok
if (ok) then card exit poll (handle

loading anything this time.
The code then goes through the

process of verifying that the dragged
object has the right files in it,
generating an error is if doesn't.
Having established the files are right,
the code then loads up the first bytes
of the IBoot file and checks that the

application name is the right one:
me=@applinfo(0)

Gets the name of the current

application from the Info window.
set ptr ch,2

Points the file pointer at byte 2 of
the IBoot file

import text

ch,x ext

@len(me)

Extracts a

number of bytes,
equal to the length of the application
name and puts them into variable x as
a string.

Then we just check to see if the
string we've just loaded is the same as
the application name. If not we

•c S-Base

generate another error and exit.
Finally we run the !Run file which

will ensure that the system variable is
run and set up correctly so we can
then continue. The card is closed.

Alternatively the user clicks "Create".
Looking at Figure IV which is the click
handler we actually start at the bottom
where the "save to" command pops up
a standard save box, with the given
filename, filetype and the routine to
call when the save must occur. This

command also allows you to start a
direct memory transfer to another
application, or a print if the drag is
done directly to a printer icon.

Assuming everything is in order the
routine "backup_saver" is called. This
is an example of a local procedure
definition, by putting the procedure
name into a local command and then

defining it we can be sure it will never
clash with another procedure name
elsewhere.

The parameter "dir" to the routine
gives the name and path of the object
to be created. We want a directory
(with a ! at the front it becomes an
application) so have to issue a
command line command using the
OS_CLI system call.

S-Base provides some help here,
first we have to change the error
setting to prevent any error causing a
crash, then we set it back to normal

Figure IV after the call. S-Base will automatically
have set up the error functions
©errnum and @errstr with the error

number and message. So we can
check if an error has occurred and if

so say what it is and just return.
You can test this by deleting any

Data Backup folders you have created
and then trying to create to create one
on a CD or in the Apps directory
(which is read only).

Once we are sure this is a place that
you can create things, we create a
IBoot file and then output the text lines
needed to it. Close it and change its
filetype to an Obey file.

def proc backup_register_iten(ii)
backup_curiten*=I
backup_itens[backup_curiten].nane=ii
backup_itens[backup curiten].regnuri=Qeual("Proc "+iiV register iten(""backup"")")
if (!proc file_found(_backup_orntpath+ii» then proc backupjiake_archive(backup_cuTiten)

return backup.curiten

Figure V

We do the same for the IRun file and

then run the Run file (which runs the
IBoot file) and the system variable is
set up. Finally we create the Data
folder. Assuming everything has been

<g>
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def proc backup_nake_archives

local x,y,f,n
oscliO'cdir "+_backup_crntdir)
delay on
ffor x=8 to backup curiten

delay x*18B/(backup_curiten+l)
proc backup_nake_archive(x)
next

delay off
enddef

def broo backupjtake_archive(x)
n=(!trin(backup_itefis[x].naMe)
f=Qopenout(,backup_crntpath+n)
OexecC'archive csv def f, file "+n)
ffor y=l to Orecordcounun)

if (!Odeleted(n,y»
load n.y
GexecCarchive csv f, "+n)

endif
next

close f
oscliC'SetType "+_backup_crntpath+n+" 16_dfe")

enddef

Figure VI

okay we close the Data Backup Folder
window and continue.

The last stage of the startup,
assuming everything has been okay so
far, is to check for the existence of the
ChangeLog file and create one if it's
not there.

During the registration phase of
_poststart, a module registers with
backup, and backup registers back
again. In addition a check is made to
see if this object already has a backup
of itself in the Data Backup Folder, if it
doesn't then a backup is done. This
means that when a new Data Backup
Folder is created a new set of file

backups will automatically be stored.
(Figure V.)

In Figure VI you can see the

def proc backup create(zn,zr)
local zi,cq,clog=Oopenup(_backup_crntpathT"ChangeLog")
set ptr clog,0ext(clog)
6exec("cq=n+zn)
load zn,zr
zi=Bfilefield(zn,"id")

archive csv clog,BRCKUP_CREATE,zn,zi
GexecCarchive csv clog,"*zn)

Oexec(znt"=cq")
close clog

enddef

def proc backup edit(zn,zr)
local zi,cq,clog=Gopenup(_backup_crntpatht"ChangeLog")
set ptr clog,Gext(clog)
Oexec("cq=°+zn)
load zn,zr
zi=8filefield(zn,"id")

archive csv clog,BfiCKUP_UPDHTE,zn,zi
SexecCarchive csv clog,"+zn)

@exec(znt°=cq")
close clog

enddef

def proc backup_delete(zn,zr)
local zi,cq,cTog=Gopenup(_backup_crntpath+"ChangeLog")
set ptr clog,(?ext(clog)
Gexec(°cq=ntzn)
load zn.zr
zi=6filefield(zn,"id")

archive csv clog,BflCKl)P_DELETE,zn,zi

Gexec(znt°=cq°)
close clog

enddef

Figure VII

routines that actually perform the data
backups. The first one backs up every
file currently registered, the second
does each individual file. And that's

#

the one we will pay attention to:
First we get the name of the object

and open a file in the correct place.
The files we will create are full CSV

files with the field names as the first

line. The "archive csv def" command

saves the field names as the first step.
We have to use the @exec command

because the same code is being used
for different files.

There is a command that will save

the whole data file in one go, and I
used to use it with the Acorn User

subscription database. Until I started
getting anomalies, the problem is this:

Create, Update or Delete, then the
name of the record type and finally the
record's unique ID number. Then, for
Create's and Update's, we also output
the record as CSV data, so that we

can load it in later and re-do the

create or the update. We don't need it
for Delete as we are deleting the
record.

The ChangeLog is always opened
and closed within these routines to

ensure that any program error or
machine reset mid-run won't leave the

ChangeLog in a corrupted state.

def proc backup.new
oscliC'renane "+_backup_crntdir+" "+_backup_datapath+proc backupjiewnane)
proc backupjiake archives
proc backup_delete_oldest
proc backup_createclog

enddef

def proc backupjiewnane
local t=6tine<n=proc bxn((Ctiney tMiOOHproc bxn(0tinenoy t)
return n+proc bxn(Gtinedon t)+proc bxn(Otineh t)+proc bxnfGtineu t)

enddef

def proc bxn(n)
return Ostr(n//18)+0str(nX18)

New backups
The final stage of this
is when we actually
want to do a new

backup of all the data.
This is done through
the iconbar icon menu.

What we have done

here is created a new

menu item, Utilities,

which leads to a sub

menu and on there we

have added "Backup..."
and "Restore..."

The first of these

changes the name of
the backup data folder
"Current" to the current

date and time (in a
"YYMMDDhhmm"

format); creates a new
data backup folder, puts archives of all
the objects into it and then creates a
new ChangeLog file. (Figure VIII)

If the number of backup folders
exceeds the number of aged ones we
want it also deletes the oldest. The

routine that does this is a bit unusual.

It utilises the "select file" command

which accesses every file in a given
directory that matches a pattern (in
this case, all files), it counts them, and
then goes through them again and
deletes the oldest. A bit kludgy but it
works.

Next time we will run through the
restore option and see how that works,
it is much more straightforward then
the backup procedures. Plus we will
examine the menu creation and

handling from other cards.

def proc backup.delete oldest
local count=B,fuipe- "
select file backup_datadir,"*",proc bdoxa,2
while (count>_backup_aged)
select file backup_datadir,"*",proc bdoxb.2
if (fwipe>""T then oscliCHipe A+fuipe+" FR"CT)
count-=l
enduhile

enddef

def proc bdoxa(f)
count+=l
return FRLSE

enddef

def proc bdoxb(f)
if (count> backup_aged) then fuipe=f
return TRUE

enddef

Figure VIII

S-Base marks deleted files as deleted,

but doesn't actually remove them,
which is absolutely fine under most
circumstances.

However the "archive csv" command

which saves the whole data file also

saves the deleted files, with nothing to
indicate whether they are deleted or
not. When the data is restored back

into the system the deleted files get
loaded back in and are no longer
marked as deleted.

So instead we have to go through
each file in turn and only save it out if
it is not deleted. This takes longer but
avoids any trouble. Once the file is
created it has its filetype set to CSV.

The change log
When any record is created, changed
or deleted we have to record it in the

change log. This is achieved by the
various "backup_" calls being made,
as in Figure VII.

What we do is output three items of
data, first a code for whether this is a

Steve Turnbull

stevet@acornuser.com
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Part 6: DrWimp in practice

Continuing with the pattern
established in the earlier articles,

this article will start with !MyApp6
as we left it last time and develop it
further. Also as before, we will start by
copying and renaming !MyApp6 to
become !MyApp7and actually start with
that and the Acorn User Web site has a

copy of this all ready to go, in the folder
StartApp6.

So far, our developing application has
used its main window solely as a
backdrop for displaying icons. In this final
article we are going to look at graphics, by
which we mean displaying pictures and/or
text directly onto the window background
instead of in icons.

The Wimp calls the defined area of a
window its 'work area' and the displayed
portion of the work area is called its
'visible area', that is the visible area
cannot be larger than the work area.

For defining positions within a window
the Wimp uses the top left corner of the
work area as its origin, the point (0,0). This
has many advantages because the top left
corner of a page is, in English anyway,
always regarded as the natural starting
point. However, if we use this same point
for graphical coordinate reference it also
means that the visible parts of a window
always have 'work coordinates' which have
positive x-values but negative y-values.

Outside the window (e.g. to define
where a window sits on the screen) the
Wimp necessarily still uses the bottom left
corner of the screen as its conventional

graphical origin, 'screen coordinates'.
Figure I shows the situation.

It is important to appreciate why both
'work' and 'screen' coordinates are highly

desirable. When we move (or resize, scroll
or overlap) a window it is repeatedly
deleted in one place and redrawn in
another. Throughout, the graphics in the
windows need to stay in their same 'work'
positions, but their 'screen' positions need
to vary.The Wimp takes care of this for
icons automatically. If we also consider
printing then 'paper coordinates' need to
be added to the scene...

So a programmer sometimes needs to
convert between these coordinate

systems and hence there is an area of
potential confusion here.

Fortunately, all the really difficult stuff is
handled automatically by the Wimp, and
DrWimp reduces the remaining compli
cations to a minimum.

Hands on

Let's see things working in practice. So,
take a copy of the starting !MyApp7 and
use this for all the changes in this article.

The first thing we need to do is change
the definition of our main% window so that

the Wimp knows we are going to put
text/graphics onto it directly.

This is done by loading the window
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template file Templates into ITemplEd;
double-clicking on the Main window to
open it; double-clicking on the window
background to open the Edit template
'Main' window; clicking on the Auto-redraw
button (to un-tick it) and clicking on
Update & Exit. Then save the template
again.

When you click on Update & Exit, you
will see that the Main window background
becomes cross-hatched. This is to confirm

that Auto-redraw is 'off'. The cross-

hatching will not appear in the window
when used in the application.

What we are now going to do is draw
the picture in Figure II in the window
main%, below our existing icons. This
picture comprises:

• 1 ellipse;
• 2 dotted lines, centralised;
• 2 lines of text (same font

but different sizes);
• 1 drawfile (here

containing a sprite).
A copy of the drawfile is in
the !MyApp7 application
directory contained in
EndApp6 folder on the
Acorn User Web site.

The redraw process
In the earlier text above we referred to the

fact that moving a window means
repeatedly deleting the existing window
and redrawing it in a different place. It
might therefore not be too much of a
surprise that to display graphics/text in a
window the Wimp uses something called
the 'redraw process' and Dr Wimp effects
this with the user-function:

DEF

PROCuser_redraw(window%,minx%,miny

%,maxx%,maxy%,printing^,page%)
This looks somewhat more complicated

than it actually is, but in this article we only
need to concern ourselves with the first

parameter. (The Dr Wimp Manual gives
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fuller details, of course.)

All we have to do is to put our required
plotting instructions into this user-function,
and it is very much simpler ifyou use
provided wimp-functions for the plotting.

The ones we are going to use are:
PROCwimp_plotwindowellipse (window%

, centrex%, centrey%, semimajor%,

semiminor%, rotatedegrees, fill%)

PROCwimp_plotwindowline (window^,

pointlx%, pointly%, point2x%,

point2y%, type%)

PROCwimpjplotwindowtexth (window%,

text$, fhan%, x%, y%, fr%, fg%,

fb%, br%, bg%, bb%, minx%,

miny%, maxx%, maxy%)

PROCwimp_renderwindow(window^,

dfile%, bx%, by%, minx%, miny%,

maxx%, maxy%, xscalereal,

yscalereal, origin^)

These are only a few of a very large
number of wimpjunctions in the Dr
Wimp graphics/text arsenal.

Note that these four each include

"window" in their name, which tells you
that they are specifically designed to
draw something in a window. And
further to this, their first parameter is
the handle of the window you want to
operate on.

Let's start with the ellipse to see how
these wimp-functions work in practice.

Looking at:
PROCwimp_plotwindowellipse(windo

w%, centrex%, centrey%,

semimajor^, semiminor%,

rotatedegrees, fill%)

This draws an ellipse.
centrex%,centrey% are simply the work
area coordinates (in OS units) of the
centre of the required ellipse. And
semimajor%,semiminor% are the
major/minor 'radii' required, again in OS
units.

We could draw the ellipse rotated
about its centre if we wished, simply by
putting the required rotation angle in
degrees in rotatedegrees (Positive
values rotate the ellipse anti-clockwise,
and note that this parameter is not
integer).

And the final parameter gives us the
choice of plotting a filled ellipse or just
its outline.

It is best to do some preparation
before we call this plotting wimp-
function. So, load the IRunlmage from
your working copy of !MyApp7 into your
Basic editor and add the following lines
to the end of DEF PROCuserJnitialise,
just before the ENDPROC line.
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centrex%=600:REM** Work position

(OS units) of centre of ellipse
**

centrey%=-500

semivert%=200:REM** Vertical

semi-axis of ellipse **

semihor%=500:REM** Horizontal

semi-axis of ellipse **

Then, in DEF PROCuser_redraw(),
simply add:

CASE window^ OF

WHEN main%

PROCwimp_plotwindowellipse(windo

w%, centrex%, centrey%,

semihor%, semivert%, 0, 0)

ENDCASE

Now save the IRunlmage and run the
application. You'll see the ellipse duly
plotted, but you might have to toggle the
window to full-size to see it all. Check

that all is well by
moving/scrolling/covering the window.

You shouldn't have any trouble
following the next two lines either. They
plot the two dotted lines bisecting the
ellipse. Add them to the above CASE
statement immediately after the ellipse-
plotting line:

PROCwimp_plotwindowline(window%,

centrex%, centrey%+semivert%,

centrex%, centrey%-semivert%, 1)

PROCwimp_plotwindowline(window%,

centrex%-semihor%, centrey%,

centrex%+semihor%, centrey%, 1)

After the window handle parameter,
the first pair of parameters give the x/y
coordinates of one end of the line and

the following pair are for the other end.
The final parameter is 0 for a full line or
1 for dotted.

Again, re-save and re-run to check
the result.

Plotting a drawfile
Now we come to the drawfile. Firstly,
drag a copy of the file DrawFile from the
!MyApp7 application in the EndApp6
folder into the application directory of
your working copy of !MyApp7.

Plotting any drawfile in Dr Wimp is
straightforward but it needs to be
preceded by a simple but rigorous short
procedure to load the drawfile into
memory. Here are the few lines involved
when there is only one drawfile being
plotted:
PROCwimp_initdrawfiles:REM**

Essential first step but only

needs to be done once, even if

more than 1 drawfile is

involved. **

drawfile$="{MyApp7$Dir}.DrawFile

";REM** Our drawfile. **

size%=FNwimp_measurefile(drawfil

e$):REM** Measure size of file.
**

DIM Logo% size%:REM** DIM a

memory block to hold drawfile.
**

dummy%=FNwimp_loaddfile(drawfile

$,Logo%):REM** Load drawfile

into memory block. **

Add those line to DEF

PROCuserjnitialise after the previous
additions.

The REMs guide you through it but
the last line needs more explanation.
The wimp-function FNwimpJoaddfileO
is designed to cater for loading more
than one drawfile into a single block of
memory and the full procedure for doing
this is in the Dr Wimp Manual. This
wimp-function actually returns the
starting address in memory for the next
drawfile to be loaded. But we have only
one drawfile in this case so we do not

need the return value here and it is

accordingly assigned to dummy%.
The end result of the above sequence

is that our drawfile is loaded into

memory with a starting address
(handle) called Logo%, which nicely
describes it.

In our particular example we want to
plot the drawfile so that its centre
coincides with the centre of the ellipse,
so we need to know the physical size of
the drawfile when plotted, taking
account of any scaling we might want to
introduce. Dr Wimp provides a wimp-
function for finding the size of a drawfile
and we need to use it twice, for width
and height respectively. So also add the
following after the previous addition:
drawwidth%=FNwimp_getdfilesize(L

ogo%,0)

drawheight%=FNwimp_getdfilesize(

Logo%,1)

To cater for scaling, and noting that it
is always the bottom left corner of a
drawfile which is plotted at the specified
position, we need to add, after the
above:

scalex=2:REM** Arbitrary values.
**

scaley=2

drawplotx%=centrex%-

(drawwidth%*scalex/2)

drawploty%=centrey%-

(drawheight%*scaley/2)

Finally, in the CASE statement in DEF
PROCuser-redraw(), after the lines
which plot the ellipse and the dotted
lines, add:

® ® ® ® • ® ® ® • • ® ® •
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PROCwimp_renderwindow(window^,

Logo%, drawplotx%, drawploty%,

minx%, miny%, maxx%, maxy%,

scalex, scaley, 1)

Now re-save and re-run to see the

result.

We need to comment on two other

aspects of the above line. Firstly, the
natural origin of a drawfile is the bottom
left corner of the 'page' when you load it
into IDraw. But you will often see that
the actual drawing has unused space
between it and that corner.

The final parameter (0 or 1) usefully
allows you to choose between plotting
the drawfile as it appears on the 'page'
(0) or plotting it with any 'bottom left
space' effectively removed (1). The
latter has been chosen here.

Secondly, note that we have
apparently ignored the mysterious
minx%,miny%,maxx%,maxy% sequence
of parameters which appears in both
the above line and in DEF

PROCuser_redraw(). In fact we have
simply 'carried them through'. They do
not need to concern us here but they
describe a 'clipping rectangle' which can
be used to avoid redrawing the whole of
a graphic object when, say, parts of it
are covered and uncovered by other
windows.

Plotting text
Finally we come to the two lines of text,
which are in different font sizes and we

want to plot them centred in the ellipse.
To plot text we need to specify both

the font and its size. The Wimp uses
'font handles' which define a font/size

pair, so we will need two font handles if
we are going to use different sizes,
although their font names will be the
same. A simple wimp-function provides
the font handles for us. Once we have

declared a font handle for a particular
font/size pair we do not need to do it
again if we want to use the same
pairing for some other text during the
run of the application.

So, the preparation we need this time,
to be added at the end of DEF

PROCuserJnitialise, is:
font$="Homerton.Bold.Oblique":RE

M 'Period separated' font name.
**

point%=36:REM** Arbitrary size

of first line of text. **

fonthandlel%=FNwimp_getfont(font

$,points):REM** Get font handle
**

textl$="Use":REM** First line of

® ® ®

text. **

textwidthl%=FNwimp_gettextsizeh(

textl$,fonthandlel%,0):REM** On

screen width of text (in OS

units) when plotted. **

REM** Do similar for second line

of text. **

point%=24

fonthandle2%=FNwimp_getfont(font

$,point%)

text2$="for your Wimp programs"

textwidth2%=FNwimp_gettextsizeh(

text2$,fonthandle2%,0)

REM** Calculate text plotting

start for centred text. **

textstartlx%=centrex%-

(textwidthl%/2)

textstartly%=centrey%+100:REM**

Arbitrary vertical shift up. **

textstart2x%=centrex%-

(textwidth2%/2)

textstart2y%=centreyV100:REM**

Arbitrary vertical shift down.
**

This should be fairly straightforward to
follow. FNwimp_getfont() is the wimp-
function that returns a font handle for a

given font/size pair.
FNwimp_gettextsizehO, note tne "h", is
a very useful wimp-function which tells
you the width or height (in OS units)
that the text string will occupy on the
screen when plotted. This allows very
accurate placing of text and here we
use it to shift the start of the text lines

so that the text appears as centred in
the ellipse.

With the above preparation, we now
just need to add the following two lines
inside the CASE statement in DEF

PROCuser-redraw(), after the line which
plotted the drawfile:

PROCwimp_plotwindowtexth(window^

, textl$, fonthandlel%,

textstartlx%, textstartly%,

255, 0, 0, 221, 221, 221,

minx%, miny%, maxx%, maxy%)

PROCwimp_plotwindowtexth(window%

, text2$, fonthandle2%,

textstart2x%, textstart2y%,

255, 0, 0, 221, 221, 221,

minx%, miny%, maxx%, maxy%)

These follow the same pattern as the
drawfile plotting, with the added facility
to specify the foreground and
background colour of the text. (Here,
Red foreground on Light Grey
background, the latter to match the
window background.)

Finally, re-save and re-run to check

•c DrWimp

the final appearance, and there you
have it!

This article has outlined one of many
ways in which graphics/text can be
displayed in a window. Dr Wimp offers a
very wide selection of alternative ways,
including plotting sprites (and, soon,
JPEGs) directly. Each option has its
own advantages in different situations
and thus Dr Wimp gives the
programmer great flexibility.

Final comments

A copy of the final version of !MyApp7
with all the changes made this time is in
the folder EndApp6 on the Acorn User
Web site.

Next time

There is no next time! This short series

has only touched the surface of what Dr
Wimp can do but it is more than
sufficient to demonstrate how it takes

the pain out of Wimp programming.
The Dr Wimp Manual contains a

tutorial aimed specifically at newcomers
to the package and it is very worthwhile
to follow it.

If you want to see some software
authored with Dr Wimp by different
people then my Web site offers several
freeware and shareware applications,
with links to download them.

Contacts
Download the Dr Wimp package from
my Web site at:

www.argonet.co.uk/users/rayfavre/
and this site also contains details of

my books "Starting Basic" and "Dr
Wimp's Surgery" which are sold entirely
for charity.

E-mail: rayfavre@argonetco.uk

Exceptionally, printed versions of the
separate panels missing from the first
article of this series are also available
on receipt of an SAE at the address
below.

If you do not have Internet access
then a copy ofthe latest Df Wimp*
package can always be obtained by
sending a formatted (1.6M) floppy-disc
and return postage stamps to:

Ray Favre, 26 West Drayton Park
Avenue, West Drayton, Middlesex,. UB7
7QA, U.K.
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c Free Ads >«
• For Sale,586 PC CARD

for Rise PC, by
Aleph'l,includes PC Pro
3,also Windows 95 or 98,
cost over £300 pounds, will
accept £90 or near offer,
Radcliffe,Manchester,please
phone 0161 2803375 or
email, j.jackh@ntlworld.com

• 30 A5000s with hard

drives, classnet network
cards and keyboards. If
anyone is interested, give me
a ring on: 07909 588867.

• Acorn BBC B issue 7

and Cambridge Micro Z88
computers. Complete boxed
Achimedes A3000 Learning
Curve set. Loads of mags
and software. E-mail

dannyb@comms-unit.com

• Acorn User, Acorn
Computing and Archimedes
World mags from between
92-96. With disks but not

CD's. Plenty of issues. Also;
R03 PRM's and other

programming guides. Any
of it is yours if you pay the
postage. Tel:01242244227.

• RISC PC 700, S/A, RISC
OS4, 89b HD, 48x CD, Midi,
SCSI, 19" monitor, 36Mb
RAM, Loads S/W, Inc:
Easiwriter, Ovation Pro,
Sibelius 7, Intersuite.
richard.benjafield@ntlworld.com
07968985178 £400

• One BBC Master 128 with

Z80 Torch pack (CP/M)

. SJftOC lo l*O.W

* :bT .000 .zaxod ten

fitted and twin Z80 disk

drives. Second BBC Master

128 with internal 6502 2nd
processor fitted with twin
Cumana 40/80 drives.
Offers please 01702 585358
or e-mail: jar89@btinternet.com

• Acorn Rise PC

(upgraded), PLUS
strongarm,Windows 2000,
scanner, colour printer
(Epson), Pro-artisan art,
Impression word process.
Dorset. £500. E-mail:

SueedwardsO I@yahoo.co.uk

• For sale: A4000S (A4000
in Semerc case), 2Mb Ram,
400 Meg harddisk, Serial
mouse, A5000 keyboard,
Userport podule (HCCS
Multipodule), RISCOS3.il.
Sensible offers. Can supply
VGA monitor for extra 30

pounds. Tel: Bristol (0117)
9425082.

• Anyone want an original
unused 486 PC Card (ACA
42) for Rise PC with DOS
Software all boxed, manuals
etc. Pay the postage or
collect from SE London. Tel:

020 7703 5158 or

des.dept@btinternet.com

• Wanted: 100MB Zip
drive, external parallel port
type, also Argo drivers. Will
pay £50 and collect within 50
miles of Bracknell. Richard

07956 624412

richarda.green@invensys.com

• For sale: (a) Acorn 1
A7000+ with inkjet printer.
(2) Acorn 2 A3020 with scsi
MEU inc cd rom drive. Both

have monitors are in
working order and are ex
school systems. Offers
please, purchaser must
collect Stalybridge, Cheshire,
England. E-mail
acoms@rastin.com or text 0777
934 1383 I will reply to the
best offers

• RISC OS 3 PRM's and

other Acorn programming
books. Free to pick up or 20
GBP. tel: Cheltenham (01242)
244227 - Chris. Also Acorn

user mags issues around
780-130? free to pick up only.

• For sale: Acorn pocket
book 2, with A-link,
manuals, etc. £50. Tel 01424
846213

• A7000+, RISC OS 3.71,
1.2 Gig Disc. CD,Monitor,
Keyboard etc, Rise PC 600,
RISC OS 3.5, 17 Meg Disc,
CD,Monitor, Keyboard etc
School selling up and
converting to the dreaded
Microsoft PC. Also a range
of other Acorns A5000,
40000. No reasonable offer

refused. South Birmingham
area. Contact Mike on

Mike.baggotthoc@talk21 .com.

• OAP needs "OakDraw

for Windows" to allow

drawfile transfer to PC. As

cheap as possible please.

^.ioi

4j1 ,000^A

nv^ooQHJ!i

Reply to:
john@hamiltonj51 .freeserve.co.uk

• Little used, VERY well
treated Printer and Video

Interface Podule cw

manuals, leads etc. 600dpi
output. Works with
everything from an
Archimedes A340 to current
RiscPC SA. (V4.0). Not
being given the workload it
is clearly capable of. A solid
workhorse. Nearly new
toner. Offers please to
h.boyd@argonet.co.uk Buyer pays
carriage.

• Surplus CDROMs
Medieval and Tudor

Hampshire reviewed issue
213. 400 copies £2k or
smaller quantities
negotiable. Contact
david.bond@Hants.gov.uk
Winchester Hants
01962846154.

• Clan optima NLE video
system software and
hardware package, has been
unused. Can be upgraded in
future requries SA RPC
offers around £900 enquiries
to aokai@tiscali.co.uk Merseyside
area. K. Andersen - Tel 0151-

547 3993
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Why not take advantage of our free reader ad service? Fill
in your details on this coupon (24 words maximum, one
word per box below) and send it to Free Ads, Acorn User,
28a Middle Hillgate, Stockport SKI 3AY or by e-mail to:
freeads@acornuser.com. Only one ad per reader please,
private sales or wanted only.

Although we try to publish every ad we receive, we can

make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on
space and time constraints.

Please fill in your name and telephone number below -
these will not be published but enable us to contact you in
case of any queries. Make sure you include your own
town/county in your ad to help potential buyers with their
purchasing decision.

Your name: Your phone number: &
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INDEPENDENT EXPERT ADVICE

www. InternetCamerasDirect .co.uk

DIGITAL CAMERAS

MAKE 8 MODEL+16MB CARD + 32MB CARD

£162 £166

£202 £206

£222 £226

£432 £436

£522 £526

£632 £636

£382 £386

£349 £353

see website see vwbsile

£272 £276

£322 £326

£474 £478

£126 £130

£156 £160

£136 £140

£236 £240

£286 £290

£286 £290

£356 £360

£407 £411

£546 £550

£479 £483

£576 £580

seewebsite seewebsite

see website seewebsite

seewebsite see website

see website seewebsite

£182 £186

£232 £236

seewebsite seewebsite

£282 £286

£322 £336

see website seewebsite

seewebsite see website

seewebsite see website

£522 £526

£732 £736

£792 £796

+ 16MB CARD +32MB CARD

seewebsite seewebsite

£232 £236

see website seewebsite

seewebsite see website

£284 £286

£372 £376

£192 £196

£282 £286

£542 £546

£712 £716

£892 £896

£156 £160

£176 £180

£186 £190

£266 £270

£386 £390

£346 £350

£806 £810

£76 £80

£112 £116

£272 £276

£442 £446

£412 £416

£476 £480

see website seewebsite

£196 £200

see website seewebsite

seewebsite seewebsite

see website seewebsite

seewebsite seewebsite

seewebsite seewebsite

see website seewebsite

see website seewebsite

see website seewebsite

see website seewebsite

see website seewebsite

seewebsite seewebsite

seewebsite seewebsite

MAKE & MODEL

CANONA100 £148

CANON PowershotA30 £188

CANON Powershot A40 £208

CANON Powershot S30 £418

CANON Powershot S40 £508

CANON Powershot G2 £618

CANON Digital Ixus 330 £368
CANON Digital lxusV2 £335
CASIO EXILIM EX-SI £258

CASIO GV10 (redor blue) £258
CASIO QV2900
CASIO QV4000

FUJI FinepixAIOI
FUJI Finepix A201
FUJI Finepix 1400
FUJI Finepix 2600
FUJI Finepix 2800
FUJI Finepix301
FUJI Finepix 4800
FUJI Finepix 6800
FUJI Finepix6900
FUJI Finepix F601
FUJI Finepix S602
Jenoplik JD160 £40
Jenoptik JD2300Z3 £230
KODAK CX4230 seewebsite

KODAK DX3215 £138

KODAK DX3500 £168

KODAK DX3600 £218

KODAK DX3700 £268

KODAK DX3900 £268

KODAK DX4900 £318

KONICAKD100 £88

KONICAKD2002 £218

KONICA KD400 £348

MINOLTA Dimage5 £508
MINOLTA Dimage7 £718
MINOLTA Dimage 71 £778

£308

£460

£118

£148

£128

£228

£278

£278

£348

£399

£538

£471

£568

FUJI ZIO USB Smartmedia reader/writer

JENOPTIK USB CompactFlashreader
JENOPTIK USB Smartmedia reader
SANDISK Compact FlashUSB reader

SMART Ml

FUJI 16MB

FUJI 32MB

FUJI 64MB

FUJI 128MB

SANDISK 16MB

SANDISK 32MB

SANDISK 64MB

SANDISK 128MB

TOSHIBA 64MB Smartmedia card

£29

£24

£24

£27

£9

£16

£30

£54

£11

£17

£32

£56

£33

MINOLTA Dimage X £318
MINOLTA E201 £218

MINOLTA E203 £198

MINOLTA F100 £418

NIKON Coolpix 775 £270
NIKON Coolpix 885 £358
NIKON Coolpix 2000 £178
NIKON Coolpix 2500 £268
NIKON Coolpix 4500 £528
NIKON Coolpix 5000 £698
NIKON Coolpix 5700 £878
OLYMPUS C120 £148

OLYMPUS C1(c-you) £168
OLYMPUS C220 £178

OLYMPUS C300 £258

OLYMPUS C700 £378

OLYMPUS C3020

OLYMPUS E10

OREGON DShot III

PENTAXEI100

PENTAX Optio 230
PENTAX Optlo 430
RICOH RDCI500

RICOH CaplioRR1
RICOH CaplloRRIO £248
RICOH Cnplio RR120. £188
SONY DSC P5 £438

SONY DSC S85 £618

SONY DSC S75 £517

SONY DSC-F707 £867

SONY FD200 £428

SONY FD75 £348

SONYP2 £348

SONYP7 £408

SONY P9 £478

SONYP31 £195

SONYP51 £248

SONY P71 £308

£338

£798

£68

£98

£258

£428

£398

£468

SECURE DIGITAL

SANDISK 16MB

SANDISK 32MB

SANDISK 64MB

£24

£34

£56

COMPACT FLASH (T

FUJI 16MB

YPE 1 & II)

£15

IBM 1GB microdrive £268

SANDISK 128MB £60

SANDISK 256MB £120

MEMORY STICKS

SONY 16MB £29

SONY 32MB £42

SONY 64MB £62

SONY 128MB £98

SANDISK 16MB

SANDISK 32MB

SANDISK 64MB

£20

£29

£57

BATTERIi

4x 1200rnAh

4x 1800mAh
4 x 1200mAh8 mains charger
4 x 1800mAh& mains charger

or orders over £100).Pricessubject to change.

S

£6.50

£11.50

£16.50

£20.50

FOR ALL THESE GREAT DEALS AND MORE VISIT OUR WEBSITE
C£X£3lqI

call 0870 745 1036
or fax 01484 845 947 ore-mail sales@i nternetcamerasdirect.co.uk

EVERY CUSTOMER GETS
£2 OF DIGITAL PRINTING FREE

EXTENDED WARRANTIES
AVAILABLE FROM £20

FREE QBEO
PHOTOGENETICS 2.0

WORTH £24.99 WITH
EVERY PURCHASE

COME AND MEET OUR

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT
MISS PIXEL

£15 OF DIGITAL
PRINTS WITH ALL

ORDERS OVER £500

COMPARE & CONTRAST
DIGITAL CAMERA

SPECIFICATIONS SIDE BY SIDE

MINI TRIPOD WORTH

£8 WITH EVERY CAMERA

share & print

m
Upload digital images to on-line album

Store, share or order prints.

m
Prints delivered direct to your door.

FREE

FREE

FREE

niYiTTMfTi

storage

istration

worth of
with every

se over £500
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•c Conversion

Converting from Windows to RISC OS
As a background to this article,

I'll give you a little information
about myself so that you know

where I'm coming from. My first
computer was a BBC Micro, Model A, I
learnt Computer Studies in the sixth-
form, and continued to study an HND
in Computer Studies. I then started my
professional career, programming
mainframes and now programming
PCs.

I never abandoned my interest in
Acorn computers, and had a BBC
Master before upgrading to the dizzy
heights of an A3010 (with HCCS
microprodule & hard disc) and now
own a Rise PC, an A7000+ and, most
recently, a secondhand A4. I now
unfortunately know PCs better than my,
preferred, Acorns! Like most RISC OS
users, I don't like PCs but will admit

that there are PC facilities that are not

available on RISC OS.

This article is intended as a guide for
the Microsoft Windows user to learn

the equivalent or additional features
available in RISC OS. Where I know of

any RISC OS software that does an

equivalent of a Windows function, I

shall quote it. It is not meant to be an
all-encompassing document for

learning the RISC OS environment, for
this you should contact Paul Vigay's
"RISC OS Academy" for a
correspondence course.

My first WIMP (Windows, Icon,
Menu, Pointer) machine was an A3010,
and from that I had to convert to

Windows 3.1 and Windows 95 on PCs.

As Windows 3.x and earlier are now

generally regarded as 'old hat' I shall
concentrate on the later versions of

Windows, those with a 'Start' button

(Windows 95, 98, NT, 2000 and XP).
For RISC OS, I'm only considering

the versions of the OS I'm familiar

with, i.e. RISC OS 3.6 and RISC OS

4.02. For Microsoft Windows, I haven't

bothered to find out whether a similar

system/software is available for a RISC
OS feature, as I'm really not interested
in doing so. This is after all, an Acorn
publication, and there are other people
far more qualified to disclose this
information in PC circles.

Looking at hardware
PC processors started with the Intel

8088 in the mid-eighties (around about
the same time as the BBC Micro's

6502). From then they changed to the
Intel 8086, and the numbering
continued from this chip in a logical
sequence, by adding an additional
figure in the middle of the number,
80186 (which was used in the BBC
Master 512K PC co-processor
emulator, but not many, if any, PCs)
followed by 80286, 80386 and so on.

In the early nineties Intel became
irritated that other companies were
ripping off their chips and calling them
by the same name, 80486. They were
told that they couldn't copyright a
number, hence the copyrightable name
'Pentium' came into being. This was in
effect the 80586 chip, I think that a
Pentium II being in effect an 80686 etc,
or what they now call 'Family 6', but I
haven't investigated this.

In contrast, Acorn produced
machines with 6502 chips (BBC
Micros, Electrons), and then the BBC
Master with the faster 65C02 chip. In
the late eighties/early nineties they
designed and manufactured the ARM
(Acorn RISC Machine) chip, the revolu-

>



Conversion }
tionary RISC processor which was
included in the early Archimedes
series WIMP-based machines running
Arthur, a forerunner to RISC OS.

The ARM2 chip followed, to be later
replaced by numbered ARM chips like
the the ARM3 in the A4 Laptop and the
redesigned ARM2, called the ARM250
in the A3010 and A3020. The ARM 610

and ARM710 are used in Rise PCs and

the ARM 7500 is used in the A7000

and A7000+ running under RISC OS.
Acorn spun off the company ARM

Ltd to continue developing the chip set.
ARM Ltd don't manufacture they only
design and license those designs to
other companies. Intel became one of
those licencees and, using their
excellent chip manufacturing
technologies, created a super-ARM
chip called (and it's an appalling pun)
the 'StrongARM'. The StrongARM will
only work on RISC OS versions 3.7
and above. The next stage of Intel
development are the XScale processor
chips based on the the Strong ARM.

The mainstay of RISC OS
The Rise PC was a revolutionary step
in computer design, and a credit to the
Acorn designers in that it's still being
produced in a more advanced form (by
Castle) almost 10 years later. It
allowed for the first time, a PC

environment and an Acorn environment

running on the one machine.
So far as I'm aware there are only

486 and 586 (aka Pentium I) versions
of the hardware. The system uses an
'image' of a PC hard disc (stored as a
file on the RISC OS hard disc) which
becomes locked out while the emulator

is running but when it's not, the entire
disc image can be read/written via
RISC OS as if it was a PC disc

attached to the RISC OS machine.

There are only two screws in the
entire Rise PC, one for securing the
power supply and one for earth
bonding. This machine can have a
processor upgrade merely by swapping
a 'processor card', which is really easy
to fit. So no silly fiddling around with
jumper settings as on a PC.

Acorn ceased building computers,
just prior to the launch of the Rise PC
2 aka Phoebe. They went on to
produce digital TV systems under the
brand name Element 14, and have
effectively disappeared. The operating
system, RISC OS, was sold to Pace

g> ©(36
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and the hardware side of Acorn

Computers, (including the brand name)
was taken on by Castle Computers,
who continue to develop the original
Rise PC, and A7000+, among others.

Processor performance
Although PC processors speeds are
quoted as being higher than ARM
chips, this is not an accurate indicator
of performance. PC chips have to do a
lot more work than ARM chips, not
least because the PC uses CISC

(Complex Instruction Set Computing)
technology, as opposed to the newer,
simpler and faster RISC technology. As
a comparison in 1994 the then new
Rise PC's 30MHz ARM 610 had

roughly the same performance as a PC
66MHz 80486DX/2.

I use an ARM7500FE in my A7000+
and it appears to be a great deal faster
than any PC I've used, even though it's
only rated at 48MHz! Of course, the
software on the Acorn platform is far
more efficiently written than that on
PCs, so this has an effect as well.

I did a simple time-check for a
comparison of this A7000+ machine
with 24Mb memory (standalone, never
networked) and my work Intel Celeron-
based laptop PC with 195MB memory
(running standalone, but normally on a
network) with 573Mb of swap-space
(virtual memory). I think the results
speak for themselves:

Function Laptop PC
A7000+

Power to NT login 55 seconds
Login to system start 60 seconds
Power to system start 35 seconds

(no network)
Shutdown command 55 seconds

2 seconds

I bought the A7000+ secondhand for
£150 (and have seen some for £5),
and God knows how much the laptop
cost, probably a couple of thousand.

Memory
Early PCs only had 640K of memory,
and as far as I'm concerned they still
do, they still seem to be really slow! I
don't think it's the case with later

versions of Windows, but early
versions used 'paged memory' to
access memory greater than 640k.
Hence there was Base memory,
Extended and Expanded memory.

Early Windows systems could only

see a limited amount of memory at any
one time, and so had to swap portions
of this additional 'paged' memory into
active memory and swap it out
afterwards. This obviously slowed
things down.

The BBC Micro (model A) had 16k of
memory, but could be upgraded to 32k
of memory. The BBC Master had 128k
of memory (which went up to the dizzy
heights of 512K under the DOS
emulator. Early Archimedes systems
had 1 or maybe 2Mb of memory, which
sounds low by PC standards although
a basic 80486 system had 1Mb of
memory.

Both of my RISC OS machines take
standard PC SIMM memory chips
which are easier to get hold of now
(especially with a friend in PC
hardware). The Rise PC has two slots,
and the A7000+ has one slot. I've

upgraded my Rise PC to use 65Mb of
memory (2 x 32Mb SIMMs), which it
hardly ever uses, let alone exceeds,
and upgraded my A7000+ with one
16Mb SIMM, which combined with the
8Mb standard memory takes it up to
45Mb.

PCs are extremely memory hungry
and it's not unheard of nowadays for
systems to even have several
hundreds of megabytes or even
gigabytes of memory. Even with all this
memory they still seem slower than my
Acorn A7000+ machine.

Checking free memory
PCs don't appear to report if there's
not enough memory to run an
application. On my Windows NT
system, it would appear that programs
just don't run and the user is not
informed as to why if there's not
enough memory!

Before a program runs on RISC OS,
a command in the !Run file checks

whether there's enough free memory:
WimpSlot -min 672K -max 672K

which checks for a minimum amount

of free memory of 672K and a
maximum memory of 672K before
attempting to run. If there's not enough
memory to run the program a helpful,
friendly message like the following
appears: 'Not enough memory to run
application. Free up some memory and
then try again'. The memory in use can
easily be checked in the Task Display.

Memory disc



Some additional software I believe can provide this facility
for PCs, but it's not standard, except in the use of virtual
memory (see Operating System), which cannot be
changed easily by the user.

RISC OS provides the facility for a memory (or RAM)
disc, whereby spare computer memory can be used as
an additional disc. To start this off open the task display

window and look for "RAM Disc". Select+drag the mouse
to increase and create the size of the memory for this
temporary 'disc'.

Monitor

A VGA-style (Video Graphics Array) connector is on
pretty much every modern PC system. Most modern PCs
can drive a multisync VGA monitor.

Most RISC OS machines have, in my experience, a
standard VGA connection that allows the computer to be
connected to an Acorn monitor or even a PC VGA or

higher quality monitor. Modern PC Multisync VGA
monitors work on Acorn hardware. There is an additional

graphics card add-on available for the Rise PC called
ViewFinder that can greatly enhance the resolution.

Monitor resolution

Windows PCs are far better at handling higher resolutions
of monitors than a lot of native RISC OS hardware this is

because all Acorn computers were designed to use main
memory to hold the graphics image for the screen.
Windows PCs expect to have a special video card which
provides the graphics facilities. You can get simple cheap
ones or extremely powerful ones with lots of facilities
including on-board 3D graphics processing.

The Rise PC uses video RAM but as the design is now
10 years old the 2Mb VRAM does not really match up to

the needs of modern systems.
The A7000+ running original RISC OS 4.02, can take

RISC OS to somewhat higher resolutions without
additional hardware. However as I only have a 600x800
second-hand monitor this is not an issue for me. The "Try"
option on RISC OS 3 and 4 is completely different to
Windows' "Test" option. On Windows, if the screen
resolution didn't work, you get to know straight away, and
it can be reset as desired.

Cheesed off with your
current PC Card? There

is an option...

The

Microbits

Alternative

...is the answer you have
been looking for.

This is a real PC with a 1GHz

processor and all the software
and cables you need to gain the
benefits of owning a state of the
art PC without abandoning your
RISC OS computer.

The basic kit includes:

• Mini tower case

• 1 GHz Celeron or A

GHz CPU

• Socket A or Plll/Cele

Motherboard

• 128Mb 133 SDRam/D

266FSB (Duron)
• 20 Gb hard drive

• 3.5 floppy drive
• 24 Bit AGP graphics
• 16 bit Sound/blaster Comp sound

Check out our Web site

for the latest special deals
on RISC OS computers

from Castle Technology
and Riscstation

www.microbit.demon.co.uk

664 Foleshill Road

Coventry CV6 6GR
Tel: 024 7666 1001

Fax: 024 7666 2999

Mobile: 0771 425 1011

E-mail: sales@microbit.demon.co.uk

Web: www.microbit.demon.co.uk
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On RISC OS, the 'try' option seems

to be the same as 'Apply' on Windows,
the screen is reset in that mode. Great

for me when I set the wrong mode on
my low-res screen and I get three
intermeshed screen images through
which I find very hard to see what I am
doing. Reboot however restores the
original settings, thank goodness!

Keyboard
The RISC OS keyboard is a standard
PC-style one and on a machine with
separate keyboard (e.g. not A3000,
A3010, A3020) is nowadays a PC-style
"PS2" keyboard, though it's missing the
new "Windows" keys sandwiched
between the Ctrl and Alt buttons on

newer PC keyboards.
The PS/2 is often quoted in relation

to the design of the connector that
goes into the back of the computer.
This is a small (about 1cm diameter
connection), and is so called after the

IBM PS/2 PC which pioneered this
connection. Some PC keyboards have
a 5-din connector (like on an old tape
recorder, and older PCs), and
converters are available from

electronics providers to interface these
port types.

My one real bugbear with RISC OS
is there is (apparently) little keyboard
support for using the WIMP system
without the mouse, except on the A4
laptop. Although there are shareware
programs for RISC OS, if you do not
have these and your mouse fails, your
RISC OS system is extremely difficult
(if not impossible) to use.
Control+Shift+F12 will however allow

you to shutdown without a mouse.
On RISC OS machines hardware like

keyboard, mouse, printer and so on,
can be attached on-the-fly. On PCs
they need to be attached prior to
starting, otherwise they cannot be
used, though apparently this long
omitted oversight (in my view) is
addressed in Windows XP.

Mice

Most PC mice are two-button affairs

(Apple Macs' mice have only one
button), and the use of the second
(right hand button) came into action in
Windows 95. Right-clicking on
Windows screens can give a menu,
where appropriate.

Acorn decided at the start that they
would use three button mice and to

,(38),

name the buttons from left to right
"Select", "Menu" and "Adjust". The
principle is that Select does the main
action, while Adjust does a similar
action but a bit different; Menu brings
up a context sensitive menu. In
essence you could think of a 2-button
PC mouse in Windows as having
Select and Menu only.

More modern Acorn machines can

use a standard PC 3 button PS/2

mouse (a two button one won't give
you menus), but older machines like

the Rise PC use the "Acorn mouse

port", which is easily distinguished by
a straight part to the metal connector,
and by the fact that a PS/2 mouse will
not connect to it, without purchasing a
PS2MouseMini connector from Stuart

Tyrell Developments

(www.stdevel.demon.co.uk). I purchased
the older PS2 Mouse hardware from

STD, which has worked faultlessly with
a brand-new three-button PS/2 mouse

ever since my original mouse failed.
Serial Mice can also be used on

RISC OS systems, but special software
needs to be used to get them to work.

With RISC OS menus you can use
either the Select or Menu buttons to

choose an item, additionally you can
click with Adjust on any menu item and
this keeps the menu open, allowing
you to do additional tasks without re

opening the menu with an additional
click. On Windows the menu needs to

be reloaded for each task.

Disc drives

Both types of machine have a history
of being bootable from floppy only. PCs
very seldom nowadays are booted from
floppy, due to the size of the Windows
operating system. The old 5.25 inch
floppy disc has pretty much
disappeared from modern computer
systems. Modern PCs can read both
old format DOS FAT (File Access
Table) and FAT32/NTFS (32bit DOS
FAT and Windows NT Filing System)
3.5 inch floppy discs and hard discs.

'Small' RISC OS systems like the
A3000, A3010 and A3010 are not fitted

with a hard disc as standard, unlike

their PC equivalents. This doesn't
mean that they are lesser, only that a
lot of floppy swapping will be required
to use them. The amount of swapping
is less than on an elderly non-hard
disc PC system, as the majority of the
Operating System is stored in ROM.

Indeed I bought an A4 laptop where
the hard disc had failed, but can still

work on it through floppy discs,
something modern PCs just cannot do.

Installing a hard disc on an Acorn
machine is simplicity itself (especially if
the disc has already been formatted by
your vendor). Just fit it, and tell the
system you have x IDEDrives (either
through the Configure application or
through the command line *conf.
idedrives x, where x is the number of

drives). No silly playing about with
sizes of cylinders and so on, as on
some PCs, it is true plug and play,
RISC OS determines the disc's size.

RISC OS machines are bootable

from floppy if a hard drive is installed.
There are configuration options to
change these:

'configure drive n, tells RISC OS
which drive to start up with on power-
up (where n is 4 for hard disc and 0 for
floppy disc).

'configure boot tells RISC OS that
this disc should be used to boot the

machine from.

*opt 4,2, when entered for the
relevant drive indicates that this disc is

bootable, and the relevant IBoot file on

it should be run.

RISC OS machines can read, write

and format discs created on PCs

(360Kb, 720Kb, 1.2Mb or 1.44Mb) or
the old Atari machines (360Kb and
720Kb). ADFS also has its own formats
which can create discs of sizes of

800Kb and 1.6Mb. These cannot

however be read on a PC machine

without additional software. The Acorn

disc sizes are often quoted in
magazines or software, and these are:

Letter Op system Size
F RISC OS 3 1.6MB

E RISC OS 800K

D ADFS 800K

L ADFS 640K

(as used on the BBC Master)

ADFS' main drive is the hard disc

and is drive number 4. The floppy is
drive number 0. Physically these
numbers are similar on the PC, but

they're hidden from the user by the
drive letters.

CDROM / DVD

Most very recent PC systems contain a
CDROM drive, and can cater for a DVD

drive. Larger Acorn machines can cater
for CD-ROM drives (i.e. have physical



space for them), and discs are formatted in PC CDROM
formats. Castle computers can install a DVD drive in their
Rise PCs (presumably used in PC mode), but so far
there's no DVD driver software for RISC OS. Pity.

Networking
Networking is an arcane subject on almost any machine.
The Apple Mac is probably the easiest machine in the
world to network with all the nastiness hidden and peer-
to-peer networking being only a matter of plugging the

cables in all Macs have networking hardware built-in and
(nearly) always have.

RISC OS machines have no real problem with networks
using their proprietory peer-to-peer ShareFS system, this
is as easy to use as a Mac, but the hardware hasn't been
included as standard so needs to be bought. However
newer machines from Riscstation do have the hardware

built-in.

Home PCs don't usually have networking hardware
built-in though it is getting more common there wasn't

proprietory peer-to-peer protocols in the earlier home
versions of Windows but things are changing there too.
Networking is now becoming a common requirement and
is on most people's wanted lists even if not an essential.

RISC OS computers can share a network with PCs and
Macs and communicate with them using various software.

MIDI

MIDI is used for controlling electronic musical
instruments. Currently only the Riscstation comes with
MIDI as standard and softwre to use it. The Riscstation

desktop machines also come with a slot for a plug-in
music synthesizer.

Most PCs do have MIDI ports as it is part of the
standard I/O components, which is why the Riscstation
has it too.

Laptops
Acorn only ever produced one laptop machine, the Acorn
A4. Users of this machine swear by it, and have been
soldiering on using them, though it can only run an early
version of RISC OS 3.10. Having just acquired one of
these wonderful machines, I can see why it is so well
regarded. My 4MB machine is a great deal faster than my
work Celeron laptop with 192MB of memory, and this A4
is a machine that's now 10 years old.

Until very recently the A4 was the only RISC OS laptop
ever produced, but that is set to change when the
Riscstation portable appears. This machine has been on
the drawing board for a considerable length of time, with
loyal RISC OS users awaiting its appearance. It now is
almost about to appear for those who have ordered them.

In future articles we shall take compare the operating
systems in more detail and then examine the bundled
software.

Andy Burgess
ajburgess ©argonet.co.uk
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Anyone who has been around computers
for more that two or three years knows
the problem that the Universal Serial Bus
is trying to solve, in the past, connecting
devices to computers has been a real
headache.

• Printers connected to parallel printer
ports, and most computers only came
with one. Things like Zip drives, which
need a high-speed connection into the
computer, would use the parallel port as
well.

• Modems used the serial port, but so
did some printers and a variety of odd
things like Palm Pilots and digital
cameras. Computers have at most two
serial ports and they can be very slow.

• Devices that needed faster

connections came with their own cards.

Unfortunately, the number of card slots is
limited and you needed a degree to
install some of the cards.

The goal of USB is to end all these
headaches. The Universal Serial Bus

gives you a single, standardised, easy-to-
use way to connect up to 127 devices to
a computer. Each device can consume
up to a maximum of six megabits per
second (Mbps) of bandwidth, which is
fast enough for the vast majority of
peripheral devices that most people want
to connect to their machines.

Now we we have looked at USB basics

before but we thought we would take an
overview of the subject and see if there is
some little corners we have yet to
examine.

Connecting a USB device to a
computer is simple, you find the USB
connector on the back of your machine
and plug the USB connector into it. The
thin rectangular socket is a typical USB
socket on the back of the computer. This
is the "A" connector.

What is USB?
If it is a new device, the operating

system auto-detects it and asks for the
driver disc. If the device has already been
installed, the computer activates it and
starts talking to it. USB devices can be
connected and disconnected at any time.

Many USB devices come with their
own built-in cable, and the cable has an
"A" connection on it. If not, then the
device has a socket on it that accepts a
USB "B" connector. "A" connectors head

"upstream" toward the computer. "B"
connectors head "downstream" and

connect to individual devices.

By using different connectors on the
upstream and downstream end, it is
impossible to ever get confused, if you
connect any USB cable's "B" connector
into a device, you know that it will work.
Similarly, you can plug any "A" connector
into any "A" socket and know that it will
work.

Running out of ports?
With so many USB devices on the
market today, you easily run out of
sockets very quickly. So how do you hook
up all the devices? A typical USB four-
port hub accepts four "A"connectors.

You plug the hub into your computer,
and then plug your devices (or other
hubs) into the hub. By chaining hubs
together, you can build up dozens of
available USB ports on a single
computer.

Hubs can be powered or unpowered. A
high-power device like a printer or
scanner will have its own power supply,
but low-power devices like mice and
digital cameras get their power from the
bus in order to simplify them. The power
comes from the computer.

If you have lots of self-powered devices
(like printers and scanners) your hub
does not need to be powered. If you have
lots of unpowered devices like mice and
cameras, you probably need a powered
hub.

Individual USB cables can run as long
as 5 meters; with hubs, devices can be
up to 30 meters (six cables' worth) away
from the host.

Inside a USB cable there are two wires

for power, +5 volts (red) and ground
(brown), and a twisted pair (yellow and
blue) of wires to carry the data. The cable
is also shielded.

When the host powers up, it queries all
of the devices connected to the bus and

assigns each one an address. This

process is called enumeration, devices
are also enumerated when they connect
to the bus. The host also finds out from

each device what type of data transfer it
wishes to perform:

• Interrupt, a device like a mouse or a
keyboard, which will be sending very little
data, would choose the interrupt mode.

• Bulk, a device like a printer, which
receives data in one big packet, uses the
bulk transfer mode. A block of data is

sent to the printer (in 64-byte chunks)
and verified to make sure it is correct.

• Isochronous, a streaming device
(such as audio speakers) uses the
isochronous mode. Data streams

between the device and the host are in

real-time, and there is no error correction.
The host can also send commands or

query parameters with control packets.
As devices are enumerated, the host is

keeping track of the total bandwidth that

all of the isochronous and interrupt
devices are requesting. They can
consume up to 90 percent of the 12Mbps
of bandwidth that is available. After 90

percent is used up, the host denies
access to any other isochronous or
interrupt devices. Control packets and
packets for bulk transfers use any
bandwidth left over (at least 10 percent).

The USB divides the available

bandwidth into frames, and the host

controls the frames. Frames contain

1,500 bytes, and a new frame starts
every millisecond. During a frame,
isochronous and interrupt devices get a
slot so they are guaranteed the
bandwidth they need. Bulk and control
transfers use whatever space is left.

Rob Donaldson

editor@acornuser.com
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Information Technology should be
designated a basic skill along with
literacy and numeracy, with free

computer courses for all, according to an
independent report published recently.

The report from the taskforce on e-
learning, headed by Steve Morrison,
looked at how to make post-16 learning
easier to access, more flexible and suited
to the needs of individuals using new
technologies.

The report includes the following
recommendations: Firstly, Information
and CommunicationTechnology (ICT)
should be designated a basic skill by
2010 along with literacy and numeracy.
This would give everyone access to free
courses to improve their basic IT skills
but focussing initially on 16-18 year olds
in full or part-time study; those in Modern
Apprenticeships; the unemployed and
people in part-time work.

Next in line is the creation of College
Online an expansion of Curriculum
Online into the post-16 sector. This would
give teachers and tutors in the post-16
sector access to a bank of online

learning resources to use with their
students to help make learning more
exciting. Followingthis would be a
National Mentoring Programme with
5,000 additional e-learning mentors to
support tutors online with a central
database at www.mentornet.org.uk

As well as the development of an
online careers adviser called Which Way?
This aim being to give people easy
access to advice on the most suitable

learning for them right the way through to
job opportunities. In addition,
improvements in work-based learning will
be incorporated with small businesses
supported and offered incentives to
provide relevant occupational online
learning. Investors in People UK should
include access to e-learning opportunities
as standard as part of its strategy to
engage more small businesses.

Commenting on this, Estelle Morris
said: "Everyone should have the
opportunity to continually update and
improve their skills, crucial for their own
career development and for a competitive
economy. But sometimes people can't
access the learning they need because
courses simply don't fit around their daily
lives.

"New technologies open up huge
opportunities to give people access to
the learning they want in a way that suits
their needs.

'The success of LearnDirect has

shown the potential of online learning.

• • • • •
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New technology for all
Education

This report looks at how to use new
technology in post-16 learning to
maximum effect to give people even
greater flexibility and choice."

Watch this space.

Is the UK online?

August saw the release of three new
research reports on adult access ICT. For
starters, Trends in ICT Access and Use
gathered data from 3,900 adults in
randomly selected households. People
living in council estates with high
unemployment have experienced a
strong growth in current use of ICT
compared to August/September 2000 -
up by 18 percentage points for Internet
use to 34 per cent.

Looking at UK Online centres in
particular was a follow-up study by Hall
Aitken Associates. Looking in particular
at the early users of the centres - one
year on from their first involvement -
found half of all respondents indicating
that attendance at the centres had

definitely helped them secure a job,
secure a better job or move on to further
education or training. Interestingly, 85 per
cent of respondents said that coming to
their local centre had increased their

confidence to some degree.
Finally, a survey of new users of

recently-opened centres found very high
levels of progress. For example, 27 per
cent claimed that attendance at an

Online Centre had helped them progress
onto LearnDirect courses and 16 per
cent that it has helped them progress to
Further Education or Higher Education.

More old rubbish

Recycling hits the Web with a site
produced by the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.
Designed to help make it easy for you to
'do your bit' in the constant battle to
reduce waste in this country, it explains
the problems caused by excessive waste,
and offers suggestions for how everyone
can reduce the amount of waste they
produce, reuse items instead of throwing
them away, and recycle what can't be
reused. Find it yourself at
www.useitagain.org.uk

Scottish fun

A school in Lamlash on the Isle of Arran

played host to Jack McConnell, First
Ministerof Scotland recently. His task
was to launch GridClub, www.gridclub.com
Basically this is a free online service with
fun learning activities for 7-11 year olds,
which will be extended in coming months

supported by NGfL Scotland funding.

Espresso attention
For subscribers to Espresso, there is a
new addition to the Your Espresso series
where LEA' and EAZs create video-rich

resources about their local area to

stimulate learning and support teachers.
Called Look and Find Corby the new
module aims to help children develop a
pride in their local community by teaching
them about the town's history but useful
for anyone looking to compare similar or
dissimilar localities.

The resource contains videos,
photographs, archive material, relevant
Web sites and activities based on local

landmarks such as Rockingham Castle,
Kirby Hall and a medieval church. A nice
feature is where local people have been
interviewed about their recollections of

Corby and workers who made their living
in the steelworks tell their stories of how

they came to live in the area and the
changes they have seen.

Any LEAor EAZ can apply to have a
Your Espresso created for their schools. It
can take the form of an add-on for

subscribers to the broadband service or

be delivered on CD-ROM. To find out

more contact Espresso Education on 020
8237 1200.

Virtually fun
See how science is used in the real world
by going on a virtual journey to the Pfizer
site in Sandwich. Called the Pfizer

Science Jamboree you can visit by
logging on to www.pfizerscienceisfun.org.uk

Pupils can see how science is used in
the everyday lives of the staff as well as
watch demonstrations of science in

action from chemists, biologists,
engineers and chefs!

Mouthcare

Gnashers are the theme of a new site at
www.teethwise.org which can be used
independently but follows up on the
BCCCA Services to Education's video
and card pack Teethwise.

The Web site contains seven curricular-

based downloadable ICT activities,
background information, clipart, printable
cards for Key Stages 1 and 2 providing
ideas and stimulus for discussion in

science of PHSE.

Pam.Tumbull
edub@acornusewdm
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Learning online

One of the unwritten rules about

an educational Web site is that it

should be fun. I wouldn't

necessarily agree with this especially
when some sites get carried away with
the fun aspects and lose sight of the ball
completely. So does Webmonkey manage
to get the balance right?

This is a site with a purpose, to teach
children how to build their own Web site

without scaring away their teachers! So
what does

http://hotwired.lycos.com/webmonkey/kids/
provide?

American, free and easy to access. It
has a simple, bright and attractive look
which is quick to download and follows
the principles it wishes to teach. The first
page hits you with four buttons: Lessons,
Projects, Playground and Tools.

School time

Off to school and the lessons are split
into sections: Basics, Learning HTML,
Graphics and Gizmos and finally, Layout.

Gfo?CM3

use this as a guide for
teachers who want a brief

and non-tech-heavy
definition of the Internet. The

only negative is that there is
no mention of any other
system than PC or browser
than Navigator or Explorer.
For balance other computer
platforms and programs
should be emphasised
because of the Internet

philosophy.
I don't like reading on the

Internet much but here the

design and content has
been thought about and
broken into manageable
bites. This makes the

information easily to absorb
and keeps you reading. So I looked
forward to the next lesson on Web

Design
The emphasis here is on planning with

an interesting example of using staplers!
The tips start with planning with
paper and pencil and makes
the process seem very easy. I
particularly liked the advice
about planning and not
worrying how to do it yet. The
emphasis on audience in the
Get Organised section is a
great link to Literacy as well as
teaching a lesson that a lot of
professional Web
designers forget, you
need to make it easy
for people to visit your

site.

Having done the planning
children are now eased into

HTML by looking at other r.„.„^
people's code by encouraging j™£

them to find a site they ^ ^
like and choosing
Source or Page Source
and learn new tricks.

However, I approved on
the section entitled

'Don't Be a Big Thief
which discouraged old-
fashioned plagiarism
while steering new
designers towards templates.

This introduction

section finishes with getting it
on to the Web, covering the
essentials of ISPs and in

particular free Web servers and
FTP. Being a US site it chooses
Tripod but the basics work
whatever ISP you choose.

webmonkey
Tho fun .v .i i to build Wsb sit

LESSONS
I cam cvcrylhinj )pu
need lo know alnxj.

huildinn Jiiuf ottii
tmmcpage.

vmms
Mike

Mntitlay lnviuil<
iliac ihow.

kclf-puruill. and i

Itoc

PLAYGROUND
Crni'l ukc my nunc

learning? Thru ill Kivk

TOOLS
tin r*ipu-nh tvrblai

code, anting plenties
011,1 pulling ysHir silo

inline

So let's look at the basics.

There's no too much text on the pages
and the prose is amusing and written for
children, non-threatening and not partic
ularly boy or girl themed. If nothing else

Uuoa Cl lulling »"b Images

Some More Examples

0ui sometimes you'll warn ilic 1MI 10 lieijlii above the
imageanil wrap around ii. In ihls caw. you can flloh

llic Image tolO llie paragraph:

<p> litis is • monkey. He look! a link
l<x> happy <in>j: iilij:n: K'fI
src = "/webmonkey/kltls'1cssonsMutr/iiHjnkcy.Rir>
and perky. Whai is he going lo do with
thai wrench?

And the Image will appear on the lefl-hand side, beginning at
Ihe first line after ii was inserted. The teal will wrap around
ii:

This ii a monkey. He look! a little KM
hippy and perky. What is he going lo do

-it with that wrench?

w

i Introduction
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Putting Your Pictures Online

OtV you need lo upload llie picture to your Web slic.
Tor more on how lo do ihis. ukc a look at ihe FTP©

ftrtnu a»d Ttachvri:

Find an hm jout iidt cj
WrhOMKiko for Ki*J»M «
1.1.J ii hxur .-( m the (U

Scxl d« frtdfcack

To learn w-liai HTML code you should use lo add an Image
lo your Web page, go lo ihe HTML lesson. Bui as a hricl
reminder, here's ihe lag you need:

<img src = 'stapler.gif">

But instead of staplcr.gif. put in whalescr you decided lo
call your piciurc. This lag tells the browser to find ihc file
called stapler.gif and siaplc il lo your page.

Now go put up some pictures! Your Web site is looking a
little bare! Spruce ii up a liule hit. will ya?

Again this is all done in accessible
language avoiding unnecessary detail but
explaining technical terms and jargon.

Now we're learning HTMLand getting
ideas into text. I really liked the down-to-
earth way HTML is explained with good
practical detail on using tags. You might
even believe it's easy, all you need is a
text editor, in our case Edit will do, and
your hand is firmly held through creating
your first page from the first <html> and
<b>.

I particularly liked the trouble-shooting
sorting out the tags before moving on to
creating images through a graphics

Sttf-portrall

I'rssks. the Ksamplc

Prnjcci Gallery

Submit Your Project!

Self-portrait

If somebody asted your pal Bob whal you looked like. Boh
could show them a piciure. Bui would thai really give Ihem
much information aboui you? Using a digital cimeri and a
few simple questions, you can make a self-ponraii ihat's a
Utile more complete. (Be sure lo gel your parents'
permission fim. though - they may not want you pulling
your cuic tittle face all over the Internet.)

I. Click on ihe little piciure lo ihe right lo sec a sample
self-ponraii. Click the Powered by Webmonkey bunon when
you're ready lo come hack here.

:. Take

a digital
your head, one of your belly, one of
your hand, one of your legs, and one
of your feci. You might want lo lake a
bunch of piciurcs so you can iry oul
different combinations.

}. Think of answers lo ihese five

qucsilons:

ime piciurcs of yourself wilh
amera. You'll need one of

package, digital camera, scanner,
PhotoCD, or clip-art and saving them as
JPEGs and GIFs and adding to your Web
page using the correct tag. This could do
with a bit more explanation and perhaps
more hand holding.

The site even gives an example of use
GIF animations but while it suggests



some good and free GIF creation
programs and explains well the principles
behind animated GIFs, unfortunately,
these are only for the PC and Mac. Acorn
users may need to acquire these ready-
made from other sites. Once got you're
then advised on how and why to and not
to use them.

Again thinking about your audience
and their equipment plus some excellent
tips such as: The first frame should
always be the biggest, because it sets
the screen size of the whole animation

and also determines the background
colour. Add to this information on looping
your GIFs and you get a lot of information
on all aspects of handling animated GIFs.

Then there's information and a detailed

guide to building tables, with examples
and advice I could have really done with
the first time I started messing around
with these from colspan to alignment and
padding.

You can start at the beginning and
move through systematically or pick up
the lesson or part of lesson you want. So
if you wanted to explore frames you could

Wr*? webmonkey
w ffccCftSs

Using the Lessons

start with their definition: frames is

kind of like a picnic plate full of
food, the sort of plate that has
different sections with the raised

part in between. You know the
type: It has a big part for the main
course, a little section for the
salad, and a little section for the

dessert. Before continuing the
analogy and moving on to show
you how to create your own
"frameset."

Also covered is the nesting of
framesets all done in a worked

example dividing framesets by
percentage and by picking the
number of pixels.

In addition there is information

on counters, guestbooks, chat
rooms, mailing lists, quizzes and

forms as well as free e-mail and sites

that will provide you with these for at no
cost. Just copy and paste the HTML code
into your own page and you'll be ready to
go. The bottom line being that jazzing up
a page doesn't have to be all that
hard.

Having finished your lessons it's
now on to the projects. First of all
you pick a project, birthday
invitation, colours, self-portrait,
online report or a slideshow, before
experimenting with the example
project to make it your own: "Just
steal our code. We won't mind." All

you're doing is editing the HTML
code plus WebMonkey has added
some extra instructions in the code

to help you along the way.

Grown-up help
All the way through teachers are
encouraged to access a planning
page full of information on how to
use Webmonkey with kids. This explains
the rationale behind the projects but also

advice on when to let

children loose on these.

O Ihe Lessons

2 t'slng Ihc Projects

Tools Hilt) the

Playground

Hi lis Itr.llMCk

f^hc purpose ofWebmonkey for Kids isto show children
^'what's possible wilh ihc Wch and leach litem how to
begin creation iheir own sitc«.

The best sianing place is ihc Jj

Playtime and
toolkits

Back on the homepage,
but accessible at any
time are the Playground
and the Tools. The latter

is something most RISC
OS users can happily
skip as it provides links
to PC and Mac programs
for writing HTML,
creating graphics, and
uploading files. Yet within
this is the Links section

including a list of kid-

I section, which explains
Ihc fundamentals of HTML and Web design. While the
Lessons arc designed lo be read in any order, depending on
the knowledge of die reader, there is a tlcfiniic progression
from beginning lo end. So if sludenis arc just sinning mil.
it's best to begin with Ihc Basics, which explains general
concepts like what the Web is. how lo plan ihc construction
of a Web silc. and how files arc exchanged between
compuicrs.

'C Education

created sites. A good idea if you (or your
students) feel that this is way beyond
them.

Also tucked away within Tools is a
reference section, which includes an

HTMLCheat Sheet, all of the tags on
one big printable page, as well as a list of
special characters such as the codes
necessary to make stuff like A© and &
appear on a Web page, and a list of
colour codes indeed all of the Web-safe

colours and their accompanying
hexadecimal codes.

Finally, there's the Playground, where
you can watch some interesting bits and
pieces such as: Why Monsters Don't Get
Hired and Snail Detective. However,
these require Shockwave and are purely
recreational.

All's well that end's well

I really enjoyed using this site. It was free,
well-designed, informative and easy to
use. You can use it in its entirety and
build a whole series of lessons around it

101Bnlf htts

Brain Surgery
Through the Ages
The oldest practiced medical art.
They've been doing it longer than you think.

by Helen
Mr Knowland's Third Grade

u April |U9<1

uraln surgcrv is perhaps inc oldesi of the
practiced medical arts. No turd csidcnsc
exists suggesting a beginning of other
facetsof medicine such as pharmacology
• using drugs as ssdl as nalural
Ingredients to help a fclloss human being.
There is ample evidence, however, of
brain surgety dating back 10 the Neolithic
dale Slonc Age) period. The icmains of
suiTcssful hrain opcialions. as well as
surgical Implements,wcic found in
Pnnpe, and ihc success rale was
remarkable, cscn circa 701X1 ItC. Hut ihe

evidence is not limited lo Europe.
I'rcdncau civilizationsused brain surgery
as an cilcnsivc pracllcc as early as '000
11C.

Iliam surgery was also used for spiiliual
and magical reasons; often ihc prallce was
limited lo kings, priests, and nobility.
Surgical tools were made of nron/e and
obsidian. Also. In Africa, there is

csldeocc of brain surgery as early as
.1000 BC. Anclem Egyptian cisilallons
c.miribuicd imponant i
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with most of the hard work done for you.
However, you can use it to drop into to
find some leads or alternative

approaches.
The projects are do-able, pages that

children want to and can create and don't

require you to be a Web genius. The
emphasis on planning what you are
creating and thinking about your
audience is excellent and ties well into

Design and Technology as well as
Literacy.

It also lays down the gauntlet for a
RISC OS site to do the same thing ...

Pam Turnbull

educ@'acornuser.com
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$ Hardware

-*• Software

&Repairs
: Upgrades

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

Tel: 01903 523222

Fax: 01903 523679

Open Mon - Sat,
9.00am — 5.30pm

The Fourth Dimension

h Games

*-Upgrades

ij. Refurbished
Hardware

sales@cjemicros.co.uk http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/

THE DATA STORE
THE.DATA STORt

microcomputers.
• CASTLE, RISCSTATION AND

1F| MICRODIGITAL DEALER
• RISC OS 4

AUTHORISED INSTALLER

A large range of software and
peripherals for all RISC OS computers

stocked in our showroom in Bromley - pop in and
see us or order by mail, fax, email or telephone!

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

The Data Store now provides the official
Customer Support service for Sibelius Acorn programs.

Annual Subscriptions from £47 - please phone for details

SIBELIUS 7 now only £399 inc VAT
SIBELIUS 7 STUDENT only £249 • SIBELIUS 6 only £99

(SIBELIUS 2 FOR WINDOWS/1.4 FOR MAC now £525)

We also slock Graham Jones' excellent music scanning package
SHARPEYE - £60 inc VAT

6 CHATTORTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 020 8460 8991 • Fax 020 8313 0400

Web htlp://www.the-datastore.co.uk/
Email info@the-datastore.co.uk

Open MONDAY - FRIDAY (except WEDNESDAY) 10.00-5.30
SATURDAY 10.00-1.00 (1.00-5.30 by appointment only)

rcama.

http://www.arcania.co.uk
email: ecoworks@arcania.co.uk

telephone/fax: +44 (0) 1267 267899

100% RISC OS

100% renewable energy

web design
graphic design

audio production

StrongARM Systems
The Manor House, Fore Street,

Seaton, Devon EX12 2AD
Tel: 01297 22433 Fax: 01297 21175

Cognitive rehabilitation software

Liquid Silicon
Supporting all RISC OS and Acorn users...

...around the world.DuSUor

•*.
FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

sales@liquid-silicon.com
www.liquid-silicon.com

%CTA
168 Elliott St.

Tyldesley
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8.DS

Acorn Dealer and RiscOS Centre of Excellence

Acorn Spares and Repairs

All Acorn Machines available on 0% finance

Installation, Networking _ _ , .. . ,
Repairs on ano-fix See Mam Advert on

no-fee basis. Pages 4 & 5

Tel. 01942 797777 Fax 01942 797711

mice • connectors • leads • keyboards • advice

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Ward law Surveys
Authorised Acorn Dealer;

for all your needs from supply,
service, repair and full after-sales.

Wardlaw House, Kirkhall,
Inverness IV5 7PB

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

&ub Mid,ands Show
30th November 10am-4:30pm

National Motorcycle Museum (J6, M42)
Entry £3. Members £2. Under 14s free.

Minibus from Birmingham International Train Station
http://www.armclub.org.uk/shows/midlands/

The ARM Club would like to congratukte the staff and
contributors of Acorn User on their anniversary.

We don't know how you do it!



Liquid Silicon
Order your Portable now for
only £1173.00 (£1465.00 with

docking station) and get a
free ethernet cable (up to

10m) plus free carriage.

No deposit required.
Exact price and configuration will be

agreed before shipping.

$&$m
*&-

»= Order your Omega now (from £1179.00) and choose any of
** the following offers :

Abuse £20.00

Chaos Engine £15.00
Descent 1 & 2 £28.00

Heretic & Hexen £25.00

Quake £18.00

No deposit required.
Games offer subject to stock levels.
Exact price and configuration will be
agreed before shipping. ^x«.

FREEPOST EH2725
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

* United Kingdom
Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com All prices INCLUDEVAT & UK carriage
http://WWW.liquid-SiliCOn.COm Official orders,foreign ordersand callerswelcome. ^!5!S

**r IsssssH ^

* r El®]VISA



WWW.datacable.co.uk

Freephone 0500 - 69 00 70

.'• Bobliri

peciaiis

^Mti43n experts
Gl.icjov/

Newcastle

nearly0
QOlJp* f.oridftnI.onden

Acorns
Avantis CD server

Laptops
PC's

Servers

Network Cabling
Network Hardware

Network Audit / Consultancy
Computer Benching
Wireless Networks

Projectors
Whiteboards

Printers

Education software

On-site support and training
(West Yorkshire only)

Music PCs

Music Suites

Software —

Winsuite / Textease / NetOp Schools

CALL KHADAM

0500-690070 for further

information

PHILIPS

Projector and
Whiteboard Bundle

Philips cSmart + 60" Smart Board

£2695Call for quantity pricing

Installation kit £295 Installation £450
For use with standard PC's

HIGH SPEED COMPUTING

Packed full of features, the fastest RISC OS computer in
the world is available from Etc. Systems.

Order your dream RISC OS computer today!!

Call us for friendly advice, visit our Web site or e-mail us for
further details. We stock RISC OS software and accessories.

T©J:91302387332) - ?il'a U'J'JDS337334

?.o. Ban BIS - Denassfiar• Beuth tforkshlre • DH4 uci£



a brighter
future

Whatever your goals and aspirations

ourunique results driven attitude

will ensure that you meet your

strategic targets.

Not justa design agency, wecan

offer many other services from

design to authoring and editing, from

concept towebsite design andPR.

The question is:isyour current image

communicating theexact message

that you want ittocommunicate?

If not you have toask yourself how

much ofthe market place isbeing

drivenoff and is unavailable

toyou.

With today's fast moving commercial

pace, Quest can give you the edge.

With all services under one roof

you can save onlead times and

briefing time, In a world where

creating the right image iskey,

all your design and corporate issues

canbe created, coordinated and

integrated under one roof.

Take a look at our new Design Direct

Service; new business start-ups and

small businesses cantakeadvantage

ofthis service tohelp get you going.

You will find usfriendly and easy to

work with. We work within your

parameters and getresults.

Pleasefeel free to call Sharon

Hendersonor Steve Tumbullon:

0161429 8902 or e-mail us at:

sales@questdp.co.uk

28A Middle Hillgate

Stockport SKI 3AY

T]0161 429 8902

F]0161 429 0685

W] www.questdp.co.uk

elsales@auestdp.co.uk

A new agency

with a fresh outlook

and dynamic design

ising

trateyic marketing

Copy Writing

New Media

Design Direct

BUY ONE

network connection
GET ONE FREE

f°m,
**&m
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USB serial linkages

Further to Robin Hampshire's letter
in the September issue of Acorn
User, I can confirm that we are

working on a USB driver for SerialDev
applications, so that any old serial device
which now has a USB equivalent should
work without modification of application
software, just by changing the driver
used.

Such devices include barcode

scanners and 56k modems and I intend

to have drivers for Castle, Simtec and
Microdigital interfaces.

Further information will follow in due

course.

Alan Gibson

alan@liquid-silicon.com
Liquid Silicon

This is excellent news, of course, and
hopefully other types of class drivers will
soon become available. Incidentally some
people have expressed concern that
there may be two or three "standards"for
USB in our market.

I have discussed this with someone

who has experience in this area.
Obviously it wouldbe a happier situation
if RISCOS Ltdhad managed to issue a
standard API (application programmers
interface) for it, they wouldn't even have
had to actually program anything, just
state what the API must be.

However the key point here is that
setting up the data "pipes" is what the
API is primarilyforand that is the easy
part of a USB driver. The hard part is
managing the data that travels up and
down the pipes, and this would be the

same code forevery USB version.
Robin Humphries has been busy and

he has sent us another query...

Stringing it up
I'm trying to obtain a copy of a module
called StringUtils. This was supplied on
the Acorn User disc for issue 151 in

January 1995.
Can you help?
Robin Humphries
by e-mail

All the floppy disc contents have been put
on to CD although we are not entirely
sure which one this was available on

perhaps a reader has a better idea, or
even a copy they could send along and
we will forward it to Robin.

Competition results
In the June, July and August issues of
Acorn User we had a whole string of
excellent competitions so we thought
that you would probably like to know
who had won them.

JUNE
First up was the June competition from
the Electronic Font Foundry and the
chance to win one of three copies of
the latest high quality font CD.

The question we asked was: The
built-in RISC OS font Trinity is named
after a college from which university.
Oxford, Cambridge or Durham.

The answer was, of course,
Cambridge home of Acorn. The three

Liquid Silicon 2, 47
CTA 4-5

STD 8-9

ECB 12

Soft Rock 12

Design IT 12

Crucial Internet 13

CJE 14

lucky winners of this competition are:
B. Soper of Scarborough
Colin Carnegie of Belfast
Adrian Denney of Leicester

JULY
In July we had a valuable competition
from Spellings Computer Services who
also run the Association of Acorn User

Groups to provide the winner with full
Web services for two years. And the
winner for this is:

Meg Privett of Honiton

AUGUST

And then in August we had a
competition to win one of three copies

ADVERTISERS
ROSL 16

EROS 21

John Wiley & CO 25
Genesys 25

Cydine 25
FREEADS 32

ICD 33

AAUG 34

of the latest version of Schema 2 plus
the Excell translation software to go
with it. We asked what built-in formula

you would use to add up all the values
in a row or column providing the
options of LN(), FLOOR() and SUM().
The answer was the latter and the

three lucky winners are:
D T Heatherington of Co Durham
J B Lancaster of Welwyn Garden City
Daniel Mews of Kidderminster

Well done to everyone and watch out
for more competitions throughout the
Autumn season.

MICROBITS 37,39

Abel Visp 40
Datacable 48

Go Education 48

ETC Systems 48
INDT 49

ICG 49

RedStation 51



Redstation's Business Hosting account is an advanced feature-rich hosting solution powered
Dell Windows 2000 servers - located within our secure data centre with multiple connectloi
to the internet providing high speed access to your website.

» 300MB Webspace

A massive 300MB of web space is included as
standard • enough foreventhebiggest and fastest
growing website.

» Advanced Control Panel

Redslation putsyouin control - everyaspectof your
website configuration can be managedfrom theaward
winning Redstation control panel.

bj> Unlimited Email Accounts

Createand manageunlimited email accounts and
aliases foryour domain,

>:> Web Email

With Web Email youcan accessyoure-mail account
from anybrowser connected to theinternet and
conveniently read, send,delete, forward, replylo,
and printe-mail directly from yourbrowser.

» Website Statistics

LiveStals is the ultimate in web analytics, providing
reporting and analysis through an advanced
browser interface.

•• Microsoft FrontPage Extensions

Install FrontPage Extensions 2002 on yourwebsite at
the click ofa button using theRedstation control panel.

^ Databases

Configure Microsoft Access and SQL2000 database
connections in seconds.

•• ASP and ASP.NET Enabled

You can enablesupport forASP and ASP.NET at the
click ofa button using theRedstation control panel.

•• CGI Enabled

ActivePerl isActiveStale's portofmost of the
functionality found in Perl, with theaddition ofextra
Win32API specific callsthatallowyou to take
advantage ofWindows specific functionality.

•• Directory Permissions Control

Full control ofpermissions on your website directories
ismadeeasywith theRedstation control panel.

For £99 per annum this option includes your own advanced
• Web Control Panel for real-time administration ofevery aspect of

your website and email configuration - plus all these features:

Real-time Antivirus Protection

Every file on your website ismonitored and scanned in
real-time by advancedservervirus protection software.
Ifa virus isdiscovered itis immediately quarantined,
cleaned and replaced.

•• Daily Back-Up
In addition tooperating mirrored harddisks (RAID
Level 1)all Redstation servers are backed-up every
day toourmassive PowerVault system.

•• SSI Enabled

Server Side Includes utilises non-complex commands
thatcan be easily inserted into HTML pagesto execute
CGI programs, insert files, insert a dateand more.

» PHP Enabled

PHP isa widely-used general-purpose scripting
languagethat isespecially suited forWebdevelopment
and can be embedded into HTML

•> FTP Account

Publish and maintain yourweb sitethrough unlimited
useof FTP (File Transfer Protocol) client software.

•• ASPUpload
Facilitates thetransfer of files from your local harddisk
to yourwebsite using a browser.

•• Jmail

Allow your website visitors tocomplete online enquiry
and order forms which are instantly senttoan email
addressof yourchoice.

^> 24/7 Monitoring
The Redstation network ismonitored 24 hours a day,
7 days a weekby our serverengineers to ensureyour
website isonline - and stays online. Redstation servers
are equippedwith industrial UPS systems, and in the
eventof long-term powerfailure, our back-up
generators will keep your website running.

•• Professional and Responsive Technical Support
Our friendly and helpful technical support team are
available bytelephone andemail tohelp resolve any
problems you have with your Redstation hosting account.

Jrder online at

.redstation.com
or ca

1329 828 224

[> Entry Level Hosting also available For £59 peryear, see website For Feature list.

REDSTATION
technology that works for your business
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•oHISC

The world's fastest RISC OS computer is available now!
The Kinetic RiscPC delivers a breath-taking performance
and is up to 40 times faster than the original RiscPC!

Rev T StrongARM processor

RISC OS 4

128Mb Fast SDRAM

2Mb VRAM

40Gb hard drive

40x CDRW CD ROM drive

FREE software -

Oregano, EasiWriter (reads
MS Word docs), Resultz
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.£•Code

KIN 53

Description

Kinetic CDRW

Offer price

•1291

Iiyama Dual input LCD flat screens
100BaseT network cards

Advanced 32-bit technology

Unbeatable 32-bit 100BaseT

network podule
Full/Half Duplex Support
Switched Ethernet Support
Auto negotiation 10/100

Code Description Retail price

NET20 32-bit 10/100BaseT podule £116
NET21 10/100BaseT NIC card £89

RDGBGDCO CD re-writer
Use our IDE CD burner to create

CDs for archive and publication -
also doubles as standard CD reader

40x/ead, 24x write, 10x rewrite
FREE- ICDBurn software

FREE-Internal fitting kit
SCSI and faster drives also available

Code

CDR25

Description

CD re-writer

Brochure price

£210

Fnlustekl colour scanner
A4 flatbed scanner

\ftl o*

Offer price

£149

• 30-bit

• Parallel port scanner
• Printer through connector
• David Filling's Scanning Software
• Twain and PC software

• SCSI version also available

^Hfc.
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Code Description Brochure price Offer price

SCA23 Mustek 1200CP £151 £99

New flicker free TFT LCD technology
Recommended resolutions

17"-1280x1024

15" -1024x768 .technology
Wide angle viewing % <?
Tiny footprint 'Wo*
16 million colours

Single input available at lower price
3 year on-site warranty

,c^L o.

Code Description Offer price

MON21 Iiyama 15" LCD dual in put £419
MON23 liyama17"LCD dual input £589

Upgrade to KINETIC

New SDRAM processor card for al
4x faster than equivalent
StrongARM card
Free 64Mb SDRAM

Free RISC OS 4

RISC PCs

.c^L o^
? FREE %

; 64;

Prices from £351.32 (trading up from R04 and StrongARM)

cash i-:

4-port USB Interface

4 port USB interface card
for RiscPC and A7000

Free Keyboard & Mouse driver
DeviceFS compliant
USB 1.1 compliant
Further drivers available shortly

Code Description

USB01 4-port USB interface
Retail price Offer price

£116 £89

SALES OFFICE OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY

9am-5pm Tel: 01728 723200

24 HOUR ORDERING Fax: 01728 727427

E-mail: sales@castle.uk.co Web: www.castle.uk.co

Castle Technology Ltd. Ore Trading Estate, Woodbridge Road, Framlingliam, Suffolk IP13 DLL UK
Offers valid until 1st December 2002 or whilst stocks last. Prices include vnt but exclude delivery
which is £15 per order. Full terms and conditions available on request. Official education orders
accepted. Payment by credit/debit cord, cheque, postal order. E&OE
'FREE 15" CRT Monitor or FREEGOOdpi Mustek scanner inc Imagemaster and Twain. CASTLE


